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50 CENTS

MSU projections show large enrollment amount
1,649 graduate students and 7,492 underBy EDWARD SHERIDAN
graduate students. This year's goals are for
Staff Writer
If the projections hold, Murray State 1,700 graduate students and 7,625 underUniversity will not only meet its projected graduate students.
Vaughan said the university's ultimate
enrollment goals for the fall 2001 semester,
but will surpass them by a substantial goal is to have an enrollment of 2,000 by fall
2004.
amount.
"We have set an enrollment goal of9,325
"I don't see any reason why we can't
for fall 2001," said Jim Vaughan, interim reach that goal," he said. "Applicants in all
dean of admissions and registrar. "All indi- of the various categories are up."
MSU's expansive recruitment effort prications are at this time that we are going to
exceed our goal."
marily covers 825 schools in a five-state
Last year's enrollment of 9,140 was a area. University recruiters will Visit nearly
record for MSU. That number consisted of 400 schools and visit almost 50 college fairs

during the recruitment process, he said.
Vaughan said, are counted in MSU's total "rolling" admissions process, a student
Vaughan praised the efforts of numerous enrollment total.
could apply for admission and be enrolled as
MSU programs and employees for helping
While Vaughan said the applicants to late as the week before classes begin.
the enrollment process along so far. Among MSU are running high this year, he was
Enrollment figures have become much
those he mentioned were the university's reluctant to release any numbers until the
more important to MSU since the Kentucky
scholarship office, fmancial aid office and students actually begin showing up for
Council on Postsecondary Education began
MSU's Road's Scholars program.
classes in the fall.
to
base its funding recommendations to the
"Our recruitment effort is a total team
"What we do is look at the number of
General
Assembly on universities' recruiteffort," he said."This is the result of a lot of applicants that we have," Vaughan said."We
hard work by a lot of different people."
know that every student who applies is not ment and retention efforts.
Vaughan said final enrollment figures
MSU's enrollment numbers have been necessarily going to enroll. We can't neceshelped as of late by its satellite campuses in sarily say that since a student has submitted will not be submitted to the CPE until midHopkinsville, Ky., and Henderson, Ky. The an application that they're going to go here." October. The fall 2001 semester at MSU
enrollments of those two campuses.
Since MSU uses what Vaughan calls a begins Aug. 27.

Juvenile injured
after bike strikes
vehicle Friday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A 10-year-old was transported to Vanderbilt Medical Center over the
weekend following a traffic accident Friday afternoon.
At approximately 3:41 p.m., the juvenile was traveling south on Fifth
Street on a bicycle. An automobile driven by Cheryl Lewis,41, 2381 Ervin
Cobb Drive, Murray, was traveling east on Olive Street, according to a
Murray Police Department report.
The juvenile's bicycle struck Lewis' vehicle on the left side of the front
bumper,the report stated. The juvenile was then thrown from the bicycle.
The juvenile was transported initially to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, but was later flown to Vanderbilt.
No information was available from Vanderbilt as of press time this
-- - -(Monday)-meming,

•

Logsdon announces
retirement plans
BY MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
commissioner of the department that
includes the troubled Division of
Driver Licensing is taking retirement.
Ed Logsdon's retirement was
announced late Friday in a brief
statement
issued
by
the
Transportation Cabinet.
Cabinet spokesman Mark Pfeiffer
declined to comment about
Logsdon's retirement, but made reference to an ongoing investigation
by the cabinet and the Kentucky

State Police.
"It would be inappropriate to
comment on the commissioner or
the investigation." Pfeiffer said
Monday.
The retirement is effective Aug.
1, but Pfeiffer said Logsdon is not
expected back at work. The person
answering the phone in Logsdon's
office Monday said he is on vacation
this week.
No one answered the phone at
Logsdon's home in Winchester.
Deputy
Commissioner
Ed
Roberts will serve as interim corn-

DAVID STEPHENSON, Lexington Herlad-Leade,AP Photo

ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT ... Calloway County's own Andy Clinger (above) races against the clock on the kayak slalom
course at Jacobson Park in Lexington, Ky., Saturday during the Bluegrass State Games. See today's Sports page for additional information.

•See Page 2

Pope against stem cell research

DOUG MILLSAP
Photo

IN
ITALY
President
Bush
George
the
reviews
troops during
an arrival cere
mony in Rome,
today.
Italy,
Bush, putting
the weekend G8
summit and its
violent protests
behind him, did
not plan to ask
pontiff
the
about a thorny
decision:
whether to permit
federal
funds for potentially
breakthrough medical
research
on
stem cells from
human
embryos.

CASTEL GANDOLFO. Italy
(AP) — Pope John Paul II urged
President Bush to bar using human
embryos for medical research, saying Monday that America has a
moral responsibility to reject actions
that "devalue and violate human
life."
Bush said later that he was not
Nurprised by the pope's admonition
and will take it into consideration as
he makes his decision on whether to
allow federal funding for such
research.
"He's sent a consistent word
throughout the (Catholic) church
and society that we ought to take
into account the preciousness of
life," Bush said.
He said his decision revolves
around "the need to balance value
and respect for life with the promise
of science in the hope of saving
life."
Bush made his comments at a
news conference with Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi.
The 8I-year-old pontiff and Bush
met behind closed doors at the papal
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summer residence Castel Gandolfo how a tragic coarsening of conin the foothills south of Rome. Bush sciences accompanies the assault on
said John Paul did not raise the sub- innocent human life in the world,
ject of stem cell research during leading to accommodation and
their private session, but focused on acquiescence in the face of other
foreign policy and Bush's meeting related evils such as euthanasia.
Sunday with Russian President infanticide, and, most recently, proposals for the creation for research
Vladimir Putin.
While contemplating his deci- purposes of human embryos dession, Bush also has been actively tined to destruction in the process.
"A free and virtuous society,
courting the United States' 44 million Catholic voters. He said he which America aspires to be, must
would listen to all sides of the debate reject practices that devalue and viobut added that the stem cell matter is late human life at any stage from
conception to natural death." the
not a political decision for him.
"I frankly do not care what the pope added.
political polls say." Bush said. "I do
The pope opposes any stem cell
care about the opinions of people, research specifically using embryos,
particularly someone as profound as Vatican
spokesman
Joaquin
the Holy Father."
Navarro-Valls said. Such research
Bush also said he admires the destroys the embryo. Other sources
Catholic Church because "it's a of stem cells — such as umbilical
church that stands on consistent and cord blood — are less controversial,
however, and were not condemned
solid principle."
John P.aul, stooped and frail in his by the pope.
The pope's admonition raises the
chair, read a statement to Bush and
his entourage after their private political stakes for Bush as he conmeeting.
"Experience is already showing II See Page 2
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Kyodo News AP Photo

JAPAN INVESTIGATION ... Police conduct their investigation at the scene of crushing on the
pedestrian overpass at Akashi, western Japan, on Sunday, a day after at least 10 people were
crushed to death and about 112 others were injured in the pileup of people leaving a display
of fireworks.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• James R. McKnight, 19, 562 Post Oak Drive, Murray, was arrested
Wednesday for operating a motor vehicle under the influence of an intoxicating beverage following a one-vehicle accident.
McKnight's 1989 Pontiac Grand Am reportedly left the roadway at
3654 State Route 121 S., ran into a residence yard, struck a telephone
box, then struck a tree and finally came to a stop. McKnight's blew a .036
on the breathalyzer test. He was released from the Calloway County Jail
on $500 unsecured bond.
• Michael W. Dowdy, 26. 820 Browns Grove Road, Murray, was
arrested on a charge of fourth-degree assault Wednesday. He was
released from the Calloway County Jail on $500 cash bond, with the
condition that he have no contact with the complaining witness.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.
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VIEW FROM ABOVE ... A camera mounted inside Atlantis's docking port shows the space station
named Alpha on the Earth's horizon after the pair undocked Sunday. The shuttle crew performed
three spacewalks and installed a S164 million air lock on the station.

Mission Accomplished: Shuttle
astronauts start toward home

7 hurt on
Branson roller
coaster ride
BRANSON, Mo. (AP) — The
Firestorm roller coaster ride at the
Branson USA amusement park was
not -operating Sunday'after-a-secitti.-sion Saturday night in which seven
people suffered minor injuries.
Inspectors from the state's
Division of Fire Safety, which is in.,
charge of amaserpent ride safety,
checked the roller Coaster, but could
not determine what was wrong
Sunday.
Amusment park manager Wayne
Leatherman said the ride would
remain closed until an explanation
for the accident was found.

BY MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Their mission
accomplished despite some "bumps in the road," space
shuttle Atlantis and its crew left the international space
station on Sunday and set off for home.
The five shuttle astronauts were sorry to say goodbye
to their three station friends, but said they would all get
together again — on Earth — in just another month.
Atlantis' crew is due back at Kennedy Space Center
early Tuesday, 12 days after lifting off on the construction flight Space station Atptia'S residents-are due back
in August following a five-month stay; another shuttle
will bring their replacements.
During the eight days that the two spacecraft flew as
one, the astronauts installed a $164'million passageway
for spacewalkers, hooked high-pressure gas tanks to it
and used it as a base to stage the third and final spacewalk.
The space station is 9 tons heavier after the visit from
Atlantis, and also more self-sufficient because of the
new air lock. Thanks to this pressure chamber,

Americans living aboard the space station can now conduct spacewalks in their own suits at any time, rather
than relying on Russian outfits and a tight Russian exit.
"We had a few minor hiccups along the way," shuttle
commander Steven Lindsey said, adding that he was
pleased overall: The hiccups included: air and water
leaks, a balky valve and a screeching pump, all involving the air lock, and a computer crash elsewhere in the
space station.
"Let's just call them bumps in the road," noted
Lindsey's co-pilot, Charles Hobaugh. "It seemed like
everknOvi aiaTthei, FM•iais-were faced with a small
challenge and the good news is we always seemed to
overcome it."
By the time Atlantis undocked early Sunday, all but
two of the leaks in the new air lock had been fixed. A pressure equalization valve may need to be replaced by
future crews. The shuttle and station astronauts
exchanged hugs, silver pins and pats on the back before
sealing the hatches between them. Atlantis astronaut
Janet Kavandi said it was an emotional farewell.
"It was sad to leave," she said.
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research. Allowing the funding to
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who are forcefully mobil i7ing
behind the research.
Bush waved away a question on
the matter earlier Monday as he took
a stroll with Berlusconi. The president has promised a decision soon
on federal funding for stem cell
research, but aides say no announcement is imminent.
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nussioner of the department.
Logsdon is a veteran state
employee and was the elected commissioner of the Department of
Agriculture from 1992 to 1996.
Earlier this month, the director
of the Division of Driver Licensing
was fired and employees were
barred from their office after hours
as a part of an ongoing investigation
into whether licensing records were
manipulated.
At the time, Transportation
Secretary Jim Codell said "additional actions" would probably be
taken as the investigation continues.
Those include unspecified "personnel actions."
Pfeiffer said earlier that authorities received an' allegation that
licensing records were being altered

for pay. He declined to provide further details.
State police and the attorney
general's office have been brought
into the investigation because of
"possible illegalities," according to
a statement from the cabinet.
Charles F. Brown, director of the
division, was fired on July 6.
Logsdon was a top aide to Milo
Bryant, who was transportation secretary during the administration of
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Logsdon resigned to run for
commissioner of agriculture in
1991. He ran unsuccessfully for the
Democratic nomination for secretary of state in 1995. He was a paid
consultant to the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation until his hiring
as commissioner of the Department
of Vehicle Regulation in April 1996.

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

gn'Murray ,

To better serve our customers, Lake Region
Propane, is serving only the Marshall County
area and Calloway County Propane Gas will be
serving only the fine folks of Calloway County.
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Car crashes into speedway stands, one dead

AMHERST, Ohio (AP) — Two cars
jumped a guard rail during an auto race and
veered into the stands, killing one person
and injuring at least 11 others.
The cause of the accident late Saturday at
the Lorain County Speedway hadn't been
determined. The track's operations manager,
Rich Rankin, said rain that fell about two
hours earlier was not a factor- because the
track was dry.

"Two of the cars accelerated and bumped
and the drivers lost control, went over a
guard rail, took out a fence and hit a set of
stands,"
Lorain
County
Sheriff's
Department Capt. Jim Drozdowski said.
One of the injured spectators was Kathy
Williams.
"It happened so quick. I didn't know
what happened until I was pinned under the
car. I was looking the other way when it hit,"

Williams, 45, said Sunday from her bed at
MetroHealth Medical Center in Cleveland.
"Everybody was scared. They were trying to get to me and get me out from under
the fender," said Williams, who suffered a
broken leg.
Rankin would not estimate the number of
people in the stands, but said it was considerably smaller than the track's 2,700-person
seating capacity.

Flooding
forces
Scott Co.
evacuations
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) —
Flash flooding forced the evacuation of about a dozen Scott County
residents Sunday morning, officials
said.
The National Weather Service
reported up to eight inches of rain
fell in portions of western Harrison
County and eastern Scott County
between 8:30 a.m. and noon EDT.
The rain flooded roads and at
least five homes in Scott County,
said emergency management
spokesman Jack Donovan.
A weather service bulletin said
another eight homes were flooded
near Lee's Lick in Harrison County.
But a dispatcher with the Harrison
County Sheriff's Department could
not confirm the report.
In Scott County, five people
were evacuated from homes and at
least five more from vehicles
between 10:30 a.m. and noon.
Donovan said. NO one was injured,
he said.
"There was not a big danger," he
said. "Evacuating them was just
precautonary."
The rain had stopped by the early
afternoon, he said.
"It's over with," Donovan said.
"We're just waiting for the water to
recede before we go in there and
assess the damage."

The speedway, about 40 miles west of
Cleveland, features mostly local drivers and
is in its 53rd season of racing.
Seventeen drivers were competing in a
NASCAR Racing Series Late Models event
when, the accident occurred, said one of the
drivers, Bob Hennings, of the Cleveland
suburb of Brooklyn.
Williams was one of four people taken to
MetroHealth. One, Virginia Whyel,65, was

pronounced dead early. Sunday, 4 nursing
supervisor at the hospital said.
A 19-year-old man was in satisfactory
condition with leg injuries and a 69-year-old
man was listed in satisfactory condition with
spinalinjuries. A I4-year-old girl was in fair
condition at another hospital with leg
injuries. At least seven others were treated
and released. The two drivers were treated at
the scene.

•

The comfort, quality and style
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Parkinson's
won't hinder
Reno's run
MIAMI 1AP) - Janet Reno's
doctors say her mild form of
Parkinson's disease should not prevent the former U.S. attorney general from running for the Florida governor's office.
Reno, who was diagnosed with
the disease in November 1995, says
she plans to decide by midSeptember whether to seek the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination.
Reno, 63, told the St. Petersburg
Times she would release her medical
records if she enters the race to take
on Gov. Jeb Bush, President Bush's
brother.
"I don't feel any adverse effect,"
Reno said. "1 didn't feel it on my
abilities as attorney general or what
I'm doing now."
Parkinson's disease causes progressive degeneration of brain neurons that control muscle movements.
It makes Reno's hands and arms
tremble.
Her doctors said she takes two
medications daily and has not shown
any side effects. One of her neurologists, Dr. William Koller of the
University of Miami, said she
responds well to medication and is
healthy.
"We always tell the patient, one,
they need to stay active, and minimize the effect of the disease. When
they're engaged and have goals, they
just do better in general," Koller told
the newspaper.
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Capitol Ideas
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Clark's bill draws line in garbage again
11WaN
*UP

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Rep. Larry
Clark. who unsuccessfully carried solid waste legislation for the Patton
administration this year,
has a new proposal that
once again draws the
proverbial line in the

garbage.
Clark's bill prefiled for consideration by
the 2002 General Assembly includes most of
the most stringent approaches left over from
earlier proposals.
- And by doing so, it already conflicts with
what Senate Republicans have already said
they plan to pass next year.
Clark said his proposal — designated Bill
Request(BR) 164 contains the guts of the
bill that passed the House by an overwhelm-

ing vote this year. He said it will be a good
starting point for discussions about what to
do about solid waste next time the legislature meets.
It would penalize counties that fail to
clean up by withholding road money, directing instead that it go to cleanup programs;
require universal curbside collection or the
removal of all open dumps, including those
on private property; allow a property tax of
up to 10 cents per $100 assessed valuation to
finance collection or allow collection
charges to be placed on property tax bids:
allow prepayment of littering fines of up to
$100, similar to many traffic citations, with
proceeds going to counties to help them with
antilitter efforts.,
Critics said the 2001 House bill put too
much burden on counties with little state
assistance.

The Senate took an entirely different
approach. It would have set aside $4 million
from state highway funds to begin a litter
education and abatement program. It would
also have sold a small bond issue to raise
money to begin financing dump cleanup.
Counties that collected as much as 85 percent of their trash or more would be eligible
for a series of incentives for state grants.
While Senate Republicans characterized
their own proposal as a GOP effort, half of
the GOP members of the House voted for
the alternative.
Critics said nearly 85 percent of household trash is already collected across the
state, much more in some areas, and the
GOP bill would have little practical effect in
slowing the river of garbage going someplace other than approved landfills.
Senate Republican leader Dan Kelly of

Springfield said the approach preferred by
Patton and the House would have disrupted
garbage collection in communities where it
is working properly.
Kelly blamed Patton for the legislature's
failure to pass anything. Kelly said the
Republicans in the Senate were willing to
negotiate details of a proposal, but wanted
Democrats to vote with them first.
Kelly said the Senate would likely pass a
bill virtually identical to this year's GOP
version in the 2002 session to start the
debate again. No other legislation relating to
solid waste had been filed as of last week.
In the meantime, Patton stepped in with a
proposal of his own.
He created the "Certified Clean County
Program" in which counties that . have
mandatory collection — there are 28 of
them — and agree to go after illegal dumps

On The Net:
Kentucky
General
http://www.Irc.state.ky.us/

Assembly:

would be rewarded with state incentives.
Thirteen counties have applications
pending for the program and nine of them
have been surveyed for illegal dumps. Five
of them have applied for the state grants to
aid in dump cleanup.
The differences could set the stage for
more gridlock on garbage, which most legislators and Patton had declared the most
significant item on the agenda for the 2001
General Assembly session.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Mark R. Chellgren
is the Frankfort, Ky., correspondent for
The Associated Press

Washington Today
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

President Bush
having hard time
with own party

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM BUNNING

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington,D.C.20510
202-225-3115(Washington)

173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington,D.C.20510
202-224-4343(Washington)

361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

Rumsfield defends Pentagon spending
tion to blame his boss and gave his
Robert Kagan of The Weekly patches ahead to get there.By CAROLYN SKORNECK
ritual statement that the years of
acknowledged
the
Rumsfeld
has
magazine,
Standard, a conservative
Associated Press Writer
underfunding cannot he rectified
$347
billion
really
needs
unsoPentagon
editorial
"some
in
an
offered
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Defense Secretary Donald H. licited advice for two old friends. next year just to keep up with cur- overnight.
Democrats who contend too little
Rumsfeld is defending Pentagon Donald Rumsfeld and (Deputy rent costs and inflation. He told the
spending plans that are under attack Defense Secretary) Paul Wolfowitz: House Appropriations Committee's is being spent on defense generally
defense panel on Monday that. the blame Bush's $1.35 billion, 10-year
by conservatives who say the pro- Resign."
proposed budget -only makes a tax cut for trimming the available
writers
said,
that
way,
the
Only
in
fix
a
posed budget is too small to
could they draw public and official good dent in the shortfall we're fac- surplus that could have paid for
neglected military.
needed improvements. They conRumsfeld boasted that the pro- attention to the dire needs of the ing."
Democratic Rep. Norman Dicks tend that makes it hard to find
posed $328.9 billion budget repre- Defense Department.
In the House, however. the of Washington, a stalwart military money for even the $18.4 billion
sents the largest increase since 1986
Republican
chairman of the booster, told him, "I think you've increase.
1/2
impossible
to
fix
^I
but said it's
"We squandered the opportunity
decades of underfunding in one Intelligence Committee defended tried to do your hest to go down to
the Bush administration's effort. the White House and ask for the of the accumulated surpluses to do
year.
After eight years of a Democratic Rep. Porter Goss. R-Fla., said money that's necessary to get this the kind of things — with defense,
White House. military-minded Wednesday the Bush White House is job done, but you've been turned with our failing infrastructure and
other areas — that would make us,
Republicans had looked forward to probably the best friend the military down."
"We're told you asked -for, like, as a nation, richer, safer, smarter and
President Bush fulfilling his cam- can expect to have.
"They have to correct some prob- $38 billion" more than the original stronger in the future," Sen. Hillary
paign promise to transform the milithat they've inherited, and you $310 billion Defense Department Clinton. D-N.Y., said at a Senate
lems
tary. Vice President Dick Cheney
Committee
hearing
said during the campaign: "Help is can't just go from where we are to spending request but got only $18.4 Budget
Wednesday. Republicans reject the
where we need to be in an instant," biJlion last month. Dicks said.
on the way."
Rumsfeld bridled at that invita- idea of tampering with the tax cut.
Not convinced. Bill KriStol and Goss said. "There's some rough
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Troubles aplenty await
President Bush when he returns home from his European
trip. Some of the toughest challenges entail selling his
remaining agenda to conservatives in his own party.
Bush's dilemma is underscored by his obviously
anguished struggle over whether federal funds should
continue to support research into embryonic stem cells.
The subject has caused deep divisions within the GOP.
"I'm going to take my time because I want to hear
from all sides," Bush told reporters in Europe, promising a decision "in due
time, when I'm ready." He opposed such government support during his
presidential campaign.
The subject likely will come up when Bush meets Pope John Paul II on
Monday.
It is not just the stem cell issue that is vexing Republicans.
The administration's announcement last week that it was considering
granting some form of amnesty to up to 3 million Mexicans illegally living
and working in the United States has brought protests from some top congressional Republicans.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, pronounced it "very bad policy." Senate
Minority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., suggested he could not support such a
sweeping proposal, either.
Bush's suggestion that the World Bank give more money to poor countries as grants instead of loans also will be a hard sell to congressional conservatives. Many would like to see the World Bank and its sister agency, the
International Monetary Fund, abolished.
Defense-minded Republicans already were grumbling that the $8.3 billion in additional funds Bush is seeking for the Pentagon is too skimpy.
The defection of Vermont Sen. James Jeffords in May, which cost
Republicans control of the Senate, knocked Bush and his congressional
allies off stride.
Suddenly, Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., not Bush, was
able to set the Senate schedule. Daschle used this power to push through
such Democratic signature measures as campaign finance reform and a
patients' bill of rights.
"Welcome to the realities of American politics and the obvious aftermath
of the close 2000 election," said political analyst Thomas Mann of the
Brookings Institution.
- "Bush moved quickly to get a strong start. He accomplished one thing:
the tax cut. But he's got no political momentum from it. He's lost the Senate.
And now he's got to live with the consequences of that," Mann said.
Even some of Bush's core agenda items, those he talked about repeatediv in his campaign, have bogged down. .
While both houses have passed versions of his proposed education overhaul plan, efforts to reconcile House and Senate differences remain sluggish.
That was the case even after Bush relented and gave up what had been an
important element of his original plan, a system of school vouchers favored
by conservatives.
Bush's proposal to expand the role of religious charities in federal social
programs, also championed by conservatives, has an uncertain future. After
a rocky start, the GOP-ruled House passed it 233-198 late last week. But it
has far less support in the Democratic-controlled Senate, where Daschle has
suggested he will not even schedule a vote until next year.
Bush also has seen public support for his energy proposals ebb as fuel
prices have retreated. His proposal to overhaul Social Security by allowing
workers to invest a portion of their holdings in the stock market now rests
with a commission.
Sharp declines in the stock market and in the value of 401(k)-type retirement plans have generated less enthusiasm for such an approach, even
among many Republicans.
Meanwhile, Bush is torn by different factions in his party on the stem cell
issue.
His party is deeply divided On the issue, with many anti-abortion conservatives including Lott, urging him against using federal funds for research
embryos.
On the other side are many GOP moderates, and a few conservatives,
including Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah. Former first lady Nancy Reagan reportedly has written Bush and asked that he continue federal funds.
Scientists believe the cures for many diseases could be unlocked from
research using stem cells. Abortion opponents say harvesting the stem cells
requires the death.of an embryo, which many regard as human life.
"It doesn't matter who's on what side as far as I'm concerned," Bush said.
"This is way beyond politics."
"He has not yet lost Republican or conservative support. but he's at some
risk," said conservative commentator and publisher Bill Kristol. "There are
warning clouds on the horizon."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum has covered Washington for The
Associated Press since 1973, including five presidencies.

Investments Shave 1854.

Deaths

Stock Market Report

Mrs. Fannie Jane Thurman

Mrs. Oyna K. On

Mrs. Fannie Jane Thurman, 77, Murray, died today, Monday, July 23, 2001,
at 7:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Oyna K. On, 82, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday, July 21, 2001, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of North Fork Baptist Church and of the
WMU of the church.
Born Oct. 8, 1918,she was the daughter of the late One Kuykendall and Ella
Orr Kuykendall. Also preceding her in death were five sisters, L.B. Spann,
Bernice Fletcher. Sylvia Kuykendall, Raliegh Kuykendall and Mildred
Kuykendall; three brothers, Dorris Kuykendall,One Kuykendall Jr. and Harold
Kuykendall.
Survivors include her husband, Nathaniel Orr,to whom she was married Nov.
26, 1938; one daughter, Mrs. Regina Veazey and husband, Tommy,two grandchildren, Heather Delaney and Kyle Veazey, and one sister, Louie Mae Orr, all
of Puryear, Tenn.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Jamie Mandrell, the Rev. Randy Kuykendall
and the Rev. Malcolm Norton will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Rickie Orr, Freddie Off, Gary Fletcher, Russ Orr, Jamie
On and Jodie Orr. Burial will follow in Paschall Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

John Richard Pocock
John Richard Pocock, 60, Atlanta, Ga., formerly of Murray, died Saturday,
July 14, 2001, at a hospital there.
Preceding him in death were his mother, Evelyn L. Pocock, and his father,
John S. Pocock, both of Murray.
Survivors include his sister, Mrs. Lynda Pocock Chaney and husband, Joe,
and his stepmother, Mrs. John S. Pocock, all of Murray; one nephew, Joe G.
Chaney III and wife, Julie, and two great-nephews, Jonathon and Joshua, all of
LaGrange, Ga.; one niece, Mrs. Chanon Chancey Robinson and husband.
Mark, and one great-niece, Chera Lee, all of West Haven, Conn.
A memorial service will be Sunday, July 29, at 3 p.m., eastern time, at Grace
United Methodist Church, Atlanta, Ga.
The family requests any tributes in his memory take the form of a donation
to the American Cancer Society of America or the Music Fund of Grace United
Methodist Church, 458 Ponce de Leon Ave., NE,Atlanta, GA 30308.

Mrs. Iva Evans
, Mrs. Iva Evans, 85, Oakview Manor, Calvert City, formerly of Gilbertsville,
died Saturday, July 21,2001,at 2:21 am.at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Paradise United Methodist Church.
Her husband. Otis Evans,one daughter, Mrs.Ruth Ann Well,and one 1-,,wpth.er..IrQy_RinsOaff, all preceded her in death.
Mrs. Evans is survived by one grandson, Mark Wells, and one great-grandson, Dustin Wells, both of Murray.
The funeral will be today(Monday)at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev: Rick Bourland will officiate. Burial will follow in
Sanders Cemetery at Smithland.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Mrs. Ellen Olson
Mrs. Ellen Olson, 93, Murray, died Friday, July 20, 2001, at 8:30 p.m. at
Arbor Place Nursing Home,Puryear, Tenn.
A retired registered nurse, she was of Presbyterian faith.
Her husband, George Olson, preceded her in death. Born Nov. 20, 1907, in
Montana, she was the daughter of the late Oscar Renta and Sennia Renta.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Marianna Sellers, Somerville, NJ.,
and Mrs. Karen Lakoduk, Minneapolis, Minn.; one son, Donald Olson,
Murphysboro, Ill.; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. 011ie Jewel Turner
Mrs. 011ie Jewel Turner, 80, Symsonia Road, Symsonia, died Sunday, July
22, 2001, at I:13 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Fairdealing Church of Christ.
Her husband, William Riley Turner, two sisters and one brothel all preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Finis Holley and Nell Grace
Holley.
urvivors include two sons, Keith Turner and Kenifeff TnitTet, both or
Symsonia; two grandchildren, Keitha Lyle, Paducah, and Shayla Stamps,
Symsonia; one sister, Mrs. Ina Smith, Louisville; two brothers, George Holley,
Louisville, and Joe Holley, Benton; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. in the chapel ofCollier Funeral Home,
Benton. Jim Phillips will officiate. Burial will follow in Fairdealing Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Iva Nell
Burton
Mrs. Iva Nell Burton, 79, Hazel, died
Sunday, July 22, 2001, at 2:05 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Buchanan
Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 9, 1921, in Calloway
County,she was the daughter of the late
Robert 0. Carlile and Verda Nance
Carlile. One sister, Olga Cremont, and
four brothers, Robert, Sylvesta, Joseph
and Gene Carlile, all preceded her in
death.
Survivors include her husband, John
Q. Burton, to whom she was Married
Oct. 29, 1945; one daughter, Mrs. Jean
Edwards and husband, James, and one
son, John Dudley Burton and wife,
Rita, all of Hazel; three grandchildren,
Micah Edwards and wife, Tracy, and
Cindy Farmer and husband, Howard,
all of Hazel, and Benji Burton, Murray;
three great-grandchildren, Justin
Pitman, Courtney Farmer and
Savannah Farmer; one sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth McElroy, Puryear, Tenn.; two
brothers, Thomas Cathie and wife,
Ludine, Farmington, and J. D. Carlile,
Detroit, Mich.
Theriiiieral will be-tue4ay
-ai-2 fin).
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. John Dale will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home
after 5 p.m. today(Monday).
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'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J B Hilliard, W L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

DIGITAL HEARING HELP
100% Digital Hearing Aid Technology
Is Helping People Hear Better!
Now the power of computers can work to
help you hear better. Our new 100% digital
processor analyzes and then adjusts sound in
accordance with your individual needs.
You will enjoy:
•CLEARER - MORE NATURAL SOUND iirt
*REDUCED BACKGROUND NOISE
'AUTOMATIC OPERATION
'IMPROVED TELEPHONE RECEPTION
•SMALLER SIZE - PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE
Let us prove how good digital hearing can be.
Contact the professionals at Stone-Lang and
schedule your hearing evaluation...today!

Call Today
(270)753-8055
1-800-949-5728

Outside Murray

STONE-LANG£0.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray
A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
"SINCE 1876

Country
music
producer
dies at 73
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- Bob
Ferguson, who wrote the standard
"Wings of a Dove" and produced
records for Dolly Parton, Porter
Wagoner and other country music
stars, died Sunday in Mississippi. He
was 73.
Ferguson died at University
Medical Center in Jackson, Miss.,
said hospital spokeswoman Leslie
Myers. The death certificate listed
cancer as the cause, said Melinda
Cater of Milling Funeral Home in
Union, Miss., which is handling the
funeral.
Ferguson, a native of Willow
Springs, Mo., attended Southwest
Missouri State University and
Washington State University. He was
hired in 1955 to produce films for the
Fish
Game
&
Tennessee
Commission. He worked. there until
1960, when he wrote and produced
the No. I hit "Wings of a Dove" for
Ferlin Husky.
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BLALOCK- COLEMAN
1944
FUNERAL
HOME

For your
•LIFE 'HOME 'AUTO
•FARM 'BUSINESS
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Tutting the Past sevekaV months, many o6 you have asked us

to pkovide this community with a tarniVy owned and opekated
tunekaP home that wodd pkovide a comtokting atmospheke and
a compassionate staff to the tamiVies and iends of; those we
SChtle.

NOTICE
LAWN SPRINKLER CUSTOMERS:
TIM LEMONS
is no longer affiliated with Lemons Irrigation Inc., Mayfield, KY.
Tim continues to offer his 21 year experience in quality
Rain Bird products and lawn sprinkler systems to the 4 state area.
For competent, cost efficient service call...

TIM LEMONS
Irrigation Specialist
270-435-4776 - Murray, Ky.

LAtek Vistening to you, we have done just what you asked tok.
(Ike have deco/toted ouit 6aeiPities to °Um you home-Pike watunth
and a &thing and competent hometown sta6i to pkovide com6okt
to you and goo tamiPy. Pven though we ake honotted that many
ot you have aPkeady allowed us to save you amiP9, we want
to invite you to stop by at you convenience tot( a posonae tout(
ot ouk nay decoftated tunetiaP home.
Since/Tay,
Avin, advin

aPith cljokk

713 SOUTH FOURTH STREET • MURRAY •(270)753-6800
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Oaks ladies plan
golf and meeting

By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health
and Wellness Center has some great educational programs coming up designed for your better health. These programs are free and open
to the public and are held at the center for
Health and Wellness at South Eighth and Poplar
Streets, Murray.
"Warming Up & Cooling down — Great
Ways to Exercise Safely" will be Tuesday from 6 to 7 p.m. with
guest speaker Dr. Todd Bohannon, a sports medicine specialist
with MCCH. He will talk about the importance of warming up
before exercising and cooling down afterwards, how to prevent injuries
and what to do if you get injured while exercising.
Another program on Tuesday at 5 p.m. and Wednesday at noon
will be "Grill a Lighter Meal." Wellness Dietitian Rebecca Wright
will present some tasty ways to grill out. Learn about the healthy,
delicious way to grill up a meal this summer.
For more information call 762-1348.

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular golf day
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the golf course.
Cynthia Darnall was the overall event winner, she shared the chipin pot with Mary Houston.
Martha Broach and Mary. Houston tied for low putts.
The next regular golf day will be July 25 at 9 a.m. Pairings will
be made at the tee with Rowena Sanders, phone 436-6077, as hostess.
All lady golfers are asked to bring a suitable door prizes. These
will be used for the Betty Sheppard Memorial Golf Tournament on
Aug. I.

Murray Country Club
ladies will play golf
Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on WednesdaN at 9 _a.m..
_
Any person not listed in the
line-up but desiring to play may
come and be paired at the tee.
Betty Stewart, phone 753-5885,
ss ill be hostess.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee I B. - Louise Lamb, Beth
Belote, Toni Hopson, LaVerne
Ryan.
Tee IA - Betty Jo Purdom.
Frances Hulse, Jerlene Sullivan.
Sally Crass.
Tee 3 - Ve Severns, lnus Orr.
Nancy Trawick, Evelyn Jones.
Tee 5 - Peggy Shoemaker, Freda
Steely, Cindy Cohoon, Betty
Lowry.
Tee 8 - Ann Brown, Carolyn
Sanning, Cathryn Garrott.
Tee 10 - Linda Burgess, Norma
Frank. Marilyn Adkins and Barbara Gray.
Betty Lowry, hostess, has

ds
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

The Score
R - 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:20 - 9:511
Cats & Dogs
PG - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:10
The Fast & The Furious
PG13- 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:20 - 9:35
America's Sweetheart
PG13- 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:45
Jurassic Park 3
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:35
Scary Movie 2
R - 3:30 - 9:20
Final Fantasy
PG13 - 1:20 - 7:10
Dr. Dolittle 2
PG- 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:01 1
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Wanna go to
Remember When
Cafe? I'll share my d
nbeye with ya!

announced the winners of last
Wednesday's ladies day golf as
follows:
Championship flight - Linda
Burgess, first, lnus Orr, second.
First flight - Betty Stewart,
first, Amy McDowell and Evelyn
Jones tied for second.
Second flight - Norma Frank,
first, Barbara Gray, second.
9-hole winner - Toni Hopson and
Ann Stanley tied for first.
Low putts was won by Ann
Brown.

Kenlake
Ladies Golf
League
holds play
The Kenlake Ladies Golf
had its weekly golf play on Wednesday. July 18, at the Hamrick
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
Helen Hubbs was the winner
of the handicap league when she
came in with a score of 31. She
had 14 putts.
'Having the longest drive on
number five was Betty Qualkenbush.
Dotty Elliott has low putts with
13 putts for the nine holes.
Other members present were
Marion Atkins, Evelyn Blivin,
Betty Cardwell, Freda Elkins, Hazel
Hill, Ina Horton, Bobbe Manning,
Helen Roberts, Norma . Stephenson, Susan Thetford and JoAnn
Wardynski. A guest was Fran Picha.
This league meets every
Wednesday at Kenlake State Park.
Anyone interested in being a part
of this group should call Dotty
Elliott at 1-270-354-6977 or Hazel
Hill at 1-270-354-6535.

For all your
news read
the Ledger &
Times daily

District workshop Wednesday
Summer workshop of First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will be Wednesday at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Coffee and registiation will be from 9:15 to 9:45 a.m. Workshops designed primarily for officers and club members will be conducted, but all others club members are invited. A salad luncheon will
be served. Those members providing food for the luncheon will eat
for $2, while others will pay $10. Barbara Brandon of Murray is district governor.

Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Myers

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday

Anniversary reception
scheduled for Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Myers of 685 St. Rt. 1124, Mayfield, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 29.
A reception, hosted by their children, 'will be at their home from
2 to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests
that guests pot bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Myers were married July 21, 1951, in Hazel with
James P. Miller officiating. Their attendants were Thomas Lee Armstrong and the late Freda Armstrong.
Mrs. Myers, the former Betty Jean Warren, is the daughter of Mrs.
Carlene Warren and the late Deward Warren.
Mr. Myers is the son of the late Chester and Lucy Myers.
They are the parents of one iz_Jau_ghter, Anita Robetts. and_one
Johnny Myers.
Their six grandchildren are Angie Myers, Justin Myers, Lauren
Myers, Craig Smith, Chris Smith and Clarissa Roberts. One greatgrandchild is Detrik Smith.

Births
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Rogers of Bardstown are the parents of twin
daughters, Katelyn Jean Rogers and Addison Bell Rogers, born on
Friday, July 13, 2001, at a hospital there. The mother is the former
Rebecca Rodell.
Grandparents of the babies are Sonia and Tony Morton of Charlotte, N.C., Gale and Ed Rogers of Bardstown, and Gordon and Pam
Becker Rodell of Fort Myers, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Jim and Norma Rodell of Illinois and Mrs.
Geneva Crass Becker of Fort Myers, Fla., formerly of Murray. Their
great-great-grandparents included the late Dewey and Addie Crass of
Murray.
Both of the twins were named for their great-grandmothers. The
parents, the maternal grandparents, Gordon and Pam Roden, the maternal great-grandmother, Mrs. Becker, and the late maternal great-grandfather, Dewey Crass, all are former graduates or students of Murray
State University.

Look for the magazine

IN OUR
BACKYARD
CELLTOUCH,inc.
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AARP Chapter will meet
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of American Association for Retired
Persons will meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. for lunch at Greenhorse
Restaurant. The guest speaker at about noon will be Sandy Forrest,
member of Fort Heiman Chapter #1834 of Sons of Confederacy. The
chapter is trying to restore Fort Heiman in east Calloway County
which was where some of the Civil War battles were fought, according to Al Hough, program director for the chapter. This is open to
all interested persons.

Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

410

or older)

-0c

1101"3
.
53,495

2 games at 50% of the pot 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

University Church of Christ will continue its "VeggieTales VeggieTown Values" Family Bible School through Wednesday. Classes for
all ages will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
For information call 759-8972.

PtAri

N g ik 1I
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University church plans school

Thai's Corner

JULY ONLY

Progressive Payouts!

AO-

Kirksey Baptist Church will have its annual Vacation Bible School
on the theme of "Veggie Tales" from 6 to 8:30 p.m. from Monday
through Friday. Classes will be for children, ages 2 to 12. For information call 489-2412 or 489-2277.

FOR LIFE!

67- 9 1 1 1

Up RI S200 per game depending on a of players

rfliPITS Of COWNIU▪ S

Kirksey Baptist plans school

FREE

We Have PULLTABS

WON IMSIe

Health Expreg .oLiviiirray_-calloway _County Hospital_will. offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings at its stops
this month. Tuesday stops will be at M & W Ceramics at Water
Valley from 9 to 11:30 am. and Pilot Oak Church of Christ from 1
to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday stop will be on the Murray Courtsquare from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday stop will be at WalMart at Paris. Tenn.. from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Hook up your home phone service!

oa.hiliiiiiiicoolrias NI,

Everyone Welcome (18 yrs

Health Express lists stops

A special trip for 4-H Club members has been planned for Thursday, July 26, to Mammoth Cave National Park and to the Corvette
Museum at Bowling Green. The group will leave from West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road, at 6:30 a.m. and return
at 10 p.m. The cost for each person will be $10 plus money for two
meals. Reservations intik be made by today (Monday) by calling the
Calloway County Extension Office on Highway 121 Bypass at 7531452.

Some restrictions may apply Cellular service subject to credit check and approval
Fee Hill be char d for earl termination of contract Other restnctions ma appl Ex.ires 7/31/01

Play every Tuesday Evening
6:30pm Speedball 7pm Regular

Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

nd Minutes

verimnwireless
Dixieland Shopping Center

Restaurant Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Friday Nights 4:30-9 p.m.
Hwy.94 W.• Lynn Grove, KY • 435-4500

Breast Cancer group will meet

4-H trip scheduled

coming soon

• Southern Fried Catfish • Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Grilled Fish • Deep Fried Shrimp
• Thick, Tender & Juicy Grilled Ribeyes
• Grilled Chicken Breasts

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108.

Kirksey United Methodist Church will have its annual Vacation
Bible School on the theme of "Way to Go, Good Neighbor Tours,"
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. from Monday through Friday. Classes will be
for preschool through sixth grade. For information call, 489-2796.

Remember When Cafe
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
}Oil have your choice of

Alzheimer's group will meet

Kirksey Methodist plans school

Katelyn Jean Rogers
Addison Bell Rogers

Elite Convenience Mart

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at Calloway Inn, South 12th Street, Murray. This is for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call
Barbara at 436-5032, Sandy at 1-270-382-2995 or Bob at 1-901-5849332.

includes

1-24 Exit 16 Reidland
270-898-7301
1-800-599-USEW
'We Sell The Best
Service The Rest'

1st Year Anniversary Celebration
We want to thank everyone for a successful year

1 $5.00 OFF
1/2 Hour Massage

Offer Expires
)
$2000

August 31st

Massage Therapy & Spa
Hours By Appointment Tues.-Sat.

PC
Designer

Software
55.500
Value

riEFIDLIDIES
Dixieland Center • 753-0882
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Murrayan
wins at
Bluegrass

Duval wins first
major at Open
LYTHAM ST. ANNES, England (AP) — The wraparound sunglasses came off, and the most
emotion David Duval probably will
ever show spilled out.
It was nothing more than a
smile of relief and eyes brimming
with contentment. Together, though,
they revealed a lot about Duval
and what his first major championship meant.
A final-round 67 Sunday did
more than just get Duval's name
engraved on the claret jug right
beneath that of Tiger Woods. It
also took away forever the hated
label of the best player never to
win a major.
Duval knew all that. Yet he struggled more to put it into words
than he did with his clubs on a
brilliant, sunny day on the links
of Royal Lytham & St. Annes to
win the British Open.
The look on his face would
have to suffice.
"You know, I beat them all this
week and I feel really good,"
Duval said. "It feels wonderful."
The world's No. 1 player before
Woods, Duval was No. 1 at Royal
Lytham because he was able to fashion weekend rounds of 65 and 67
on a golf course that wasn't meant

to give up two rounds that low
in a row.
In the final round, he navigated his way out of knee-high rough
five different times in the final
round, but made only one bogey.
After that bogey on the par-3
12th, he promptly came back to
birdie the next hole. Then Duval
parred his way home to beat Sweden's Niclas Fasth by three shots
and hard-luck Ian Woosnam and
five others by four.
Last year, he flew home with
close friend Woods on Woods' jet
after his buddy had won. This
time he had the same claret jug
Woods carried in his arms. Only
now it had his name on it, too.
"I like the position of my name
right below his,- Duval said. "It
looks like it is in the right spot."
Whether it stays there remains
to be seen. Woods has six major
titles, and Duval has a long way
to go to catch up.
Still, winning the second is
always easier than the first. Duval
knows, after four years of coming close in the Masters.
"It's kind of a big relief," he
said. "It's so pressure packed in
the major championships, and then
you put it on a golf course like

this where any minor mistake is
magnified and that makes the pressure even greater. You just can't
let up and I didn't let up today."
He couldn't because Fasth had
already posted his 67 and was at
7 under when Duval was playing
the front side at the same number. But birdies on the sixth and
seventh holes gave him the margin he would never surrender.
By then, the three players Duval
shared the lead with to start the
day had faded. He needed only
to play steady, golf on the treacherous back nine to win:,
"You get four chances each year
and you have to have a lot of
things to go right those weeks to
get into a position to win the golf
tournament," Duval said."Then you
have to kind of — you have to
do it."
Stoic behind his sunglasses,
Duval certainly wasn't the favorite
of the massive crowds that packed
grandstands and fairways on Royal
Lytham. That role belonged to
long-suffering Colin Montgomerie
and a suddenly sympathetic figure in Woosnam.
Montgomerie started a stroke
behind, bogeyed the third hole and
was never a factor.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Andrew
four
Clinger
claimed
canoeing/kayaking medals for Calloway County Saturday at the 17th
annual Bluegrass State Summer
Games.
Clinger took home three gold
medals and a silver to place himself in a four-way tie for fourth
among the current leading medal
winners at the Games.
Clinger's golds came in the
aluminum novice division of the
stock competition, the USCA cruiser C2 race and the kayak slalom.
He finished second in the C4 war
canoe event.
The Games will continue Saturday and Sunday in Lexington
and surrounding counties.

Adam Butler/AP Photo
THE THRILL OF VICTORY.. David Duval kisses the claret jug
after winning the British Open Golf Championship at Royal
Lytham and St. Annes golf course on Sunday.

Mountains help Armstrong in Tour

Murray
squad
begins
Series

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. —
Then they had to climb to this ski station had overwhelmed the 1997 champion in
LUZ-ARDIDEN, France (AP) — Lance
The
Murray Mud Dogs (42-11)
led
legs,
and
previous
mountain
the
four
in the Pyrenees.
Armstrong might make dashing to mounwill
put
their fifth-place seeding
The toughest part of the tour is now by 5 minutes, 5 seconds by the end of
taintops on a bike look easy, but he knows
on
the
line
when they open preover, but the 152 riders still competing — Sunday's race.
it isn't, and so do his fans.
play with a pair of
liminary
pool
significhange
' e lead is- unlikely to
tom the 189' who took the start-mole than
"People in the States don't realize the
games today in the USSSA 11stages
because
remaining
flat
in
the
road
cantly
a
long,
hard
ago
-have
two
weeks
athleticism," said Bill Emery, a legal records
the Midahead before they reach the Champs-Ely- riders who try to break from the main pack under World Series at
manager from Arlington. Va., who followed
America
Baseball
Complex
in subcaught
more
easily
and take a big lead are
sees in Paris on July 29.
Armstrong's last three mountain stages in
urban Kansas City.
mountains.
in
the
will
ride
than
Monday,
they
rest
day
After
a
the Tour de France. "It's so impressive
The 'Dogs will face the Plano
Armstrong makes chasing down his oppoa 144.38-mile stretch, the Tour's longest, from
what they do. It's the toughest endurance
Cannons at 2 p.m. and
(Texas)
or
on
Pau to Lavaur in southwestern France, most nents look easy, be it on flat roads
event."
play
in a 6 p.m. contest
then
Texan
has
But
the
stretches.
mountain
Friday,
they
steep
temperatures.
On
likely in high
"I ran a marathon and I didn't have to
against the Wagoner(Okla.)Sharks.
an
explanation.
individual
time
in
a
37.88-mile
will
race
get up the next day and do another one,
Murray will wrap up pool play
"You hear a lot of comments about, 'He
trial.
said his wife. Helena, a Washington D.C.
in
the 104-team event with a 10
shows
no
'His
face
look
easy'
or
makes
it
Although far from easy, the remaining
attorney.
a.m. game against the Alabama
Armstrong.
effort,"
said
change
to
drastically
are
unlikely
six
stages
The couple is part of a small but visi"But my face shows the effort in Janu- Travelers on Tuesday.
the overall race standings, meaning Armble number of American cycling fans who
If the 'Dogs finish among the
strong is on course for a third title with- ary, February, March, April, May and June,"
line the roads of France to watch the threetop
52 teams in preliminary play,
training
intensive
pre-tour
his
referring
to
week's
time.
in
a
week, 20-stage tour, arguably one of the
they will advance to the doublethink
and
I
sacrifice
called
program.
-It's
his
main
lead
over
maintained
a
big
He
the
world.
toughest sports events in
rival, Jan Ullrich of Germany, despite fin- I have that. I love the job and I give it elimination championship bracket
Sunday saw riders complete the last of
EnaAP Photo ishing in fourth place behind him in Sun- everything I've got."
Chnstophe
action on Wednesday.
five exceptionally difficult mountain stages
Arm- day's stage from Tarbes to Luz-Ardiden.
leader
Lance
ON...Overall
"We've come a long way this
LEAD
paywork
is
the
hard
rivals
know
His
— three of which Armstrong won on his
season
and the final goal we have
stage
14th
during
the
races
American.
Armstrong slowed down in the final ing dividends for the
way to claiming the leader's yellow jersey. strong
making
a good showing at
left
is
ever,"
stronger
then
year,
he
is
race
"This
cycling
beat
France
Ullrich
to
the
Tour
de
to
enable
stretch, apparently
They rode under blazing sunshine to the of
Series,"
said Mud Dogs
the
World
tour
year's
finished
last
Ullrich,
who
immediately
said
hands
shook
The
two
Ardiden
in
him.
and
Luz
Tarbes
between
top of the Col du Tourmalet mountain pass,
coach Kevin Lamb.
after crossing the finish line. Armstrong in second place behind Armstrong.
which, at 6,979 feet. is the tour's highest. southwestern France Sunday.
"We're going have some fun
and hopefully let the teams here
find out just where Murray, Ky.
is located."
The 11-under event is being pub14 games against St. Louis.
licized by tournament officials as
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jimmy
Sponsored By.
Anderson (6-9) won for only the largest event of its type ever
Anderson took a shutout into the
the second time in seven starts, held, with teams from 22 states
ninth inning, and Keith Osik
departing after Albert Pujols' leadparticipating.
snapped a scoreless tie with an
Anderson
ninth.
in
the
double
The only other Kentucky team
off
RBI single in the ninth as the
hits.
allowed
six
is
the
Grays Branch Yankees from
St.
Louis
Pirates
beat
the
Pittsburgh
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Mike Williams got the last three the Ashland area.
Cardinals 2-0 Sunday.
Murray has a formidable oppo"Your more than one company agency"
outs for his 20th save in 22
Osik, making his first start since
in Plano for its opener. The
chances.
nent
July 8, was hitting .152 and in a
David King
753-8355
901 Sycamore
a
jam
out
of
worked
just finished second in
Anderson
Cannons
go-ahead
before
his
3-for-36 slump
in the eighth after Mike Matheny the state in the AABC-sanctioned
came
(3-5).
Osik
Mike
Timlin
hit
off
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
and Kerry Robinson led off the tournament that concluded on SatNATIONAL LEAGUE
through after getting hit in the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
with hits. After a sacrifice
urday. Plano finished fourth in the
inning
East Division
All Times CDT
head by a backswing from Edgar
W
L Pct. GB
East Division
bunt advanced the runners, Ander- 73-team USSSA Texas champi42 571
56
Atlanta
W
L Pct. GB
onships a week ago.
son got Renteria on a popup and
44
551
2
54
Philadelphia
57
41
582
New York
to
grounder
on
a
The 'Dogs are no slouch themPolanco
Placido
48
515
5
1/2
51
571
1
Florida
42
56
Boston
45
55
450 12
New York
selves, finishing the 2001 regu47
52 475 10 V2
end the threat.
Toronto
56
434 13 1/2
Montreal
43
42
55 433 14 1/2
Baltimore
Darryl Kile pitched eight score- lar-season tournament trail with
NO WIN...Darryl Kile pitched
Central Division
67
323 25 1/2
Tampa Bay
32
innings for the Cardinals but six tourney titles, including the
less
L Pct. GB
W
Central Division
Staff Report
eight scoreless innings, but
577
USSSA Kentucky championship.
41
up with a no-decision.
ended
56
Chicago
L Pct. GB
W
Murray Ledger & Times
got a no-decision after watch2
43 557
54
58
Houston
Minnesota
40 592
—
The Mud Dogs have suffered
John Vander Wal doubled leadThe
Murray
Middle
School
foot7
505
48
49
56
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1
St Louis
Cleveland
ing the Pirates score twice ing off the ninth for Pittsburgh. just one loss in their last 25 games,
54 443 13
43
48
ball program has scheduled a meet48 500
9
Milwaukee
Chicago
in the ninth for a 2-0 win.
that coming 7-4 in early June to
Redman
Tike
Pinch-runner
392 18
59
Pittsburgh
53 448 14
38
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Detroit
ing Thursday at 6 p.m. in the MMS
62 367 20 1/2
388 20
Cincinnati
36
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the Plainfield (Ill.) Eagles. a team
Kansas City
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and
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a
the
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Osik
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W
W
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The
to
second
when
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ball
advanced
three
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two
Pirates
57
41
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The
—
Arizona
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27
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—
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For more information, call MMS
43 566 1 1/2
ranked seventh nationally
56
season
Los Angeles
19
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52
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rolled
under
Robinson's
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Oakland
although
Cardinals,
the
from
at 753-5125 or Jr. Tiger head coach
47 525 5 1/2
52
San Francisco
49
49 .500 22
Anaheim
'AAA' rankings
in
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USSSA
they've won only two of their last an error.
Scott Turner at 753-6727.
51
485 9 1?2
48

SCOREBOARD

Cards waste Kile's effort

The Insurance Center
of Murray

MMS football
to meet Thursday

40
57 412 30 1/2
Texas
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 6, Detroit 3
N Y Yankees 7, Toronto 3
Tampa Bay 7. Texas 4
Anaheim 9, Baltimore 4, 1st game
Baltimore 5, Anaheim 1, 2nd game
Seattle 6, Minnesota 3
Chicago White Sox 13. Boston 8
Kansas City 5. Oakland
Monday's Games
Anaheim (Valdes 6-5) at Baltimore (Mercedes 4-10), 11 35 a m
Seattle (Moyer 9-5) at Minnesota (Radke
10-6). 12,05 pm
Toronto (Parris 4-5) at N Y Yankees
(Clemens 13-1), 605 pm
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 7-5) at
Cleveland (Sabathia 9-3). 6 05 p m
Oakland (Hudson 11-5) at Kansas City
(Durbin 6-8), 705 p m

San Diego
418 16
57
41
Colorado
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 8, Montreal 2
Philadelphia 3, N Y Mets 2
Pittsburgh 2, St Louis 0
Houston 3. Chicago Cubs 0
Florida 11, Cincinnati 7
Arizona 12, San Francisco 4
San Diego 4, Milwaukee 0
Los Angeles 9. Colorado 8
Monday's Games
N Y Mets (Appier 5-9) at Florida (Smith
5-5), 605 p m
Montreal (Vazquez 8-9) at Philadelphia
(Daal 10-2), 605 pm
Cincinnati (Dessens 6-8) at Atlanta
(5Iavine 9-5), 6 35 p m
Chicago Cubs (Wood 8-6) at Houston
(Oswalt 8-1) 705 pm
Los Angeles (Park 9-6) at Milwaukee
(Levraull 4-4), 705 pm
San Francisco (Ortiz 11-5) at Colorado
(Hampton 9-7), 805 pm
San Diego (Williams 6-8) at Arizona (Ellis
6-5). 905 pm

Murray-Calloway County Country Club

Nobody Can Protect Your

Cordially invites you to participate in the

HOME

2001 Dr. John C. Quertermous
Golf Tournament

any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates.
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us-today!

To Be Held On

Haverstock
and
Suiter

Saturday, July 28, 2001
and Sunday, July 29, 2001
Entry fee will be $60.00 plus $20.00 for cart or
you can bring your own.
For More Information Can Todd Thomas 753-9430

Va,Haverst,
ck

Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

753-3415
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Agriculture Update
By GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent

State fair's just around corner
Summer time
is fun time for
most people with
vacations, fun
family
time,
amusement parks
and fairs. The
Kentucky State
Fair will begin
August 16 and run through August
26.
.
County and state fairs began
many years back as agricultural fairs
to showcase agricultural commodities and to promote the effect agriculture has upon the human population in our society. The Kentucky
State Fair does that and more with
exhibits of farm commodities of all
types, and a chance for many nonfarm dwellers to view a little part of
what many of rural people take for
granted
The beef cattle will arrive into
Louis% ille for exhibition to begin

August 24. The beef cattle will be at
the state fair until August 26.
Shorthorn, Simmental, Polled
Hereford, Gelbvieh and Homed
Hereford will show on August 24.
Angus, Charolais, Santa Gertrudis,
Limousin, and Chianina will be
exhibited on August 25. The Beef
cattle shows will wrap up on the 26
of August with Red Poll and Salers
cattle on hand. Beef cattle play a
very important role in the overall
Kentucky agricultural economy.
Dairy Cattle will be exhibited
August 17 through August 20. A
novice dairy show will be presented
by exhibitors at 7 p.m. on August 17
with regular showing to begin the
next day.
August 18 and 19 will bring
about exhibitors with Ayrshire,
Guernsey, Holstein and Jersey animals. The animals will be on display
in the west wing of the fairgrounds,
when showing of animals is not tak-

"with bees and honey will be on hand
ing place, until August 20.
Swine will be at the 2001 for folks to learn more about the
Kentucky State Fair on August 24 great heritage of agriculture in our
and 25. The open market hog show state.
will be held from 1 to 6 p.m. on
The information written within
August 24; furthermore, the open this article is only a small portion of
breeding swine show will begin 9 the events and activities available
am. on Saturday August 25. The for the fair goer to see at the
show should be one of the best Kentucky State Fair. Mark your calaround in the state.
endars for a few days of fun activity
Sheep will be showing and on to enjoy some of the finest
agriculexhibit August 23 through August
tural exhibits in the land. Again the
26. Dorsets,
Southdowns,
fair runs August 16-26, 2001.
Hampshires, Suffolks and other
breeds will be on display with the
final day of sheep showing showcasEducational programs of the
ing a parade of champions.
Kentucky
Cooperative Extension
Also, dairy goats, poultry, rabbits
Service serve all people regardand other animals will be on the fairless of race, color, age, sex, religrounds during the state fair for peogion,
disability, or national origin.
ple to view.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
Field crops grown in Kentucky
will be on exhibit for the duration of State University, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and Kentucky
the fair. Tobacco, corn, soybeans,
vegetables, fruits and nuts along
counties, cooperating.

New disease may
GOING ON NOM harm Daylilies
CORN-AUSTIN'S FAMOUS
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Daylily
rust disease was identified for the
first time in Kentucky on July 16.
This disease is a threat to the popular Kentucky garden plant grown by
homeowners, nurserymen and others.
"The specimen came from a
Fayette County non-commercial day
lily grower who buys plants from
the south, said John Hartman,
Extension plant pathologist for the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. "We have notified...
USDAofficials(through our USDA
Nursery
Kentucky
APHIS
Inspectors housed here at UK)as to
what, if anything, needs to be done
about the diseased plants to keep the
disease from spreading."
In the July issue of Kentucky Pest
News, there was an article about
Daylily rust being found for the first
time in North America last year in
Florida. Since then, it has been
spread, mainly in infected nursery
plant material to several other states
including Alabama, California,
•

EVERYTHING
1/2 PRICE
FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2001 MEN'S, BOY'S,
LADIES', & CHILDREN'S.

Corn-Min
On Main Street, Downtown Murray

Don't lose out on free information
IfAtiu
about student financial aid.
KHEAA
e,
1050 US Highway 127 S
KY 40601-4323
yOkuicise. (800)Frankfort,
928-8926 www.kheaa.com

Mattel Employees:

Louisiana,
Georgia,
Kansas,
Minnesota, Mississippi, South
Carolina,Tennessee,Texas and now,
Kentucky.
"The causal agent is Puccinia
hemerocallidis, a rust fungus,"
Hartman said. "The disease is identified by bright yellow or orange
colored spots with raised pustules on
the foliage of affected plants and by
orange colored spores which emerge
from the pustules. As symptoms
progresle—a-Y—es turn yellow and dry
up."
The following web site shows
good pictures of this and other
daylily diseases and disorders:
http://www.ncl.ca/—
ah748/rust.html
Hartman believes the disease will
become a serious pest of day lilies.
Daylily rust disease is easily spread
in the nursery trade since viable
spores may be carried long distances
on plants and propagative material
not showing symptoms.
If you suspect daylily rust, immediately remove all infected foliage
and burn or bury the clippings after
saving a leaf or two to send to your
county Extension office.

County's Ag
Development Council
meeting this Thursday
The Calloway County Agricultural Development Council will meet at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, July 26, at the Calloway County Extension Office.
Education programs of the Kentucky cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability or
national origin. University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

Project seeks right
nitrogen rates
by Laura Skillman
PRINCETON, Ky. -- Variable
rate nitrogen applications allow,
farmers to put the fertilizer where
they will get the most for their
money while lowering rates where
additional amounts are unwarranted.
A flat rate of nitrogen may not be
the best economic decision, but one
most farmers use today, said Lloyd
Murdock, an agronomist with the
University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service.
Research being conducted by
specialists at the University of
Kentucky Research and Education
Center in Princeton is varying nitrogen levels based on previous yield
maps found on the Trigg County
farm being used in the project.
The project builds on a study by
Murdock and
Paula Howe,
Extension soils associate. That project looked at the relationship
between soils and yield variability in
fields. After looking at some 20 different soil types, Murdock said they
found that it all depended on topsoil
depth and drainage.
"The deeper the topsoil, the better the yields," he said. "So, it logically follows that a farmer would
need to put high nitrogen rates
where there are high yields and low
nitrogen where there are low yields.
So we started this project to look at
rates strictly based on past yield history."
Farmers could save money by
cutting back on those areas that do
not benefit from added nitrogen,
Murdock said and the project's aim
is to identify areas where applying
extra nitrogen will produce larger
yields and identify areas where extra
nitrogen will not help.
Trigg County farmer Wayne
McAtee said he agreed to assist with
the project because he was interested in what they where doing.
"I thy( is has potential both for

WESTERN KENTUCKY
INSURANCE of Murray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

You will soon be making some
important decisions concerning

0

2111115113
INSURANCE

Your partner in protection

753-5842
302 N. 12th Street
Murray

To

your retirement benefits. You'll

Boyd

an economic impact and a possible
environmental aspect with the
emphasis on nitrates at the present
time," he said.
McAtee said he was also a technology junkie and was anxious to
get his hands on the equipment that
is being used in the project.
Initially, researchers theorized
that the highest producing soils
would show the greatest response to
added nitrogen but the reverse
proved true.
By increasing nitrogen levels
from 100 to 170 pounds per acre, the
lowest yielding areas of the three
soil types showed a 10 bushel per
acre increase. That increase would
more than pay for the increased cost
of the extra nitrogen, Murdock said.
The highest producing areas
showed only a four bushel increase
from the high nitrogen rate. While
the medium producing soils showed
no response from the extra nitrogen,
he said. A wider range of nitrogen
rates are being used in the study this
year.
McAtee said the first year's
results surprised him but he also
reminds himself that it is only one
year's figures.
"I think it's going to be a lot more
complicated than I thought," he said.
not an agronomist and I'm
finding out how little I do know. It's
not as straight forward as I thought."
Murdock said the first year
results prompted him and Howe to
wonder if the release of nitrogen
from organic matter was playing a
role.
Murdock said similar results
have been seen in two years of
research conducted by Southern
Illinois University.
That means there is organic nitrogen in high yielding areas that is
being released. Many tests are available to test soil for nitrogen but none
have been real successful in telling
you what you need to do in a coming
year to be able to adjust nitrogen
rate.
However, a new test has been
developed by a researcher at the
University of Illinois which looks at
amino sugars, an organic type of
nitrogen that is readily decomposable making it a good measure of
what would be released from the
organic matter that year, Murdock
said.
The testing is not far along in
research but looks promising, he
said, so the test has been added to
the UK project.

need to protect your savings from
taxes and penalties.

Don't take a chance
by going it alone.
The choices you make now about your retirement benefits could have a
huge impact on the quality of your retirement.

Johnny Williams, MD
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist

•Should you take a lump sum payment?
•What are your tax consequences?•

New Office
NORTH 12th STREET,
MURRAY,KY

•Can you receive a monthly income at your age?
What are your investment alternatives?
Call Hilliard Lyons for a free, no pressure review of your choices.

(Next to Office Depot, behind Cracker Barrel)

'Hilliard Lyons does not provide tax advice Please consult with your tax advisor regarding your specific circumstances

Betty Boston
1/Kl• President, CFP
Finonpol Consultant

Tom Ewing

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

A native of Murray, Dr. Johnny W. Williams diagnoses and treats all forms of eye disease as
well as performing cataract and laser surgery. Dr. Williams graduated from Murray High
School in 1971 and from Murray State University in 1975.

270.753.3366
800.444.1854

Dr. Williams received his Medical Degree in 1989, from the University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky and completed his residency in Ophthalmology at the University of
Louisville Department of Ophthalmology in 1993. Dr. Williams is Board Certified by the
American Board of Ophthalmologist and a fellow in the Academy of Ophthalmology.

Finanoai Consultant

Jeanie Hawk
Registered ilsy stunt

HILLIARD LYONS
A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
Investment products
• Are not 101C insured -May lose value -Carry no bank guarantee

He

HILLIARD Me L LYONS INC

Dr. Williams has been practicing in Mayfield, Kentucky for the past 8 years and will begin
seeing patients in Murray beginning August 20, 2001.
Dr. Williams is on active medical staff and will be performing ophthalmologic surgical procedures at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.

MEMSER NYSE ANO SIPC

www.hilliard.com

To schedule an appointment, call 800-272-9477.
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eard of Thanks
Estate of: Fred Gary
Gibbs, 1722 Brooklyn,
Apt. 4, Murray, KY
42071; #01-P-00163;
Fiduciary:
Charles
Gibbs, 1641 Farmer
Ave., Murray, KY
Appointed:
42071;
27,
2001;
June
Attorney: C. Mark
309
Blankenship,
North 4th Street.
Murray, KY 42071:

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone for their kindness during the death of my mother, Modell
Holland. The cards, phone calls, prayers
and flowers were all greatly appreciated.
Your thoughtfulness will always be
remembered. Thanks also goes to J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home,the Rev. David
Brasher and Rev. David Cunningham.
Sincerely,
James R. Holland
010

010

Legal
Notice
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Henley,
Melvin
Executor of the Estate
of Rose Sheely, #00-P190, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 8/6/01.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An final settlement
of accounts has been
Calloway
filed in
District Court by
Roberts,
Martha
of the
Executrix
Estate of-Velma-Ruth'
Hendon, #00-P-297,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 8/6/01.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Legal
Notice
Estate of: Jo Eva
1006
McDougal,
Payne Street, Murray,
KY 42071; #01-P00175;
Fiduciary:
McDougal,
William
1006 Payne Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: July 18,
Attorney:
2001;
Stephen C. Sanders,
7th
North
104A
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Erma
of:
Estate
Rudean Nanney, 411
South 8th Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
Fid#01-P-00176;
uciary: Donald K.
Edwards, 524 Broad
Street, Murray, KY
42071;
Appointed:

Estate of: Carolyn A.
Miller, 7524 State
94
Route
Murray, KY 42071;
Fid#01-P-00164;
uciary: Gene Jourden,
7524 State Route 94
W, Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: June 27,
2001; Attorney: C.
Mark Blankenship,
309 North 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Sylvesta
Dodd, 1399 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, KY
42071; #01-P-00165;
Fiduciary: Jack Dodd,
692 Locust Grove
Road, Murray, KY
Appointed:
42071;
2001;
27,
June
Attorney: Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South 5th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Notice

uly--

Attorney: Warren K.
Hopkins, 405 Maple
B,
Suite
Street,
Murray, KY 42071.

PEACHES &
VEGETABLES.ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

060

060
Notice

CARD OF THANKS

$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads.

July 26, 2001 • 7:00 p.m.
An "Israel & Egypt Trip"
by Rev. Michael Blake at
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church
Murray, KY
Fhis will be a forum about a trip November 5-21 for-those
just interested or others considering the venture.
Location: On Martin's Chapel Rd. off Wiswell Rd. &
16th St. just pass Westview Nursing Home going west.
Office: 753-5809

STEVE VIDMER
at Law

Attorney
304 North Fourth Street
Murray. Kentucky
(2701753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Lay,
including

HELP wanted Full or Part
time Murray Sewing Center Bel-air Shopping Center

FORTUNE 500
COMPANY
Needs
Customer
Sen ice Representati%es
in the Murray. Mayfield
area. $38-5..45K + full

GOLF AT
-THE TENNESSEAN
Ranked 6th "Best Golf Course in Tennessee.' and
7th "Best New Affordable Public Course in
America" by Golf Digest. The Tennessean Golf
Club is CHALLENGING BY DESIGN - EXTRAORDINARY BY NfATURE! A tremendous driving
range with chipping and putting greens.
Unbelievable Bentgrass greens you won't forget.

1101.1.1

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

BIBLE
MESSAGE
75915177

Estate of: Trellis
1711
McCuiston,
West Olive Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
Fid#01-P-00177;
Futrell Farms will begin
uciary: Sherry Dian
LEGAL NOTICE
524
Broad
Ainl final settlement Edwards,
harvesting on or about July 18th
of accounts has been Street, Murray, KY
(weather permitting). 3 miles east of
Appointed:
filed in Calloway 42071;
Murray (watch for signs on 280)
2001;
18,
District Court by July
K.
Warren
Attorney:
Spellman,
Sheba
behind East School. Call 753-8848
of the Hopkins, 405 Maple
Executrix
before 8 p.m. to inquire.
B,
Suite
Estate of Viola Ardath Street,
Karnes, #00-P-271, Murray, KY 42071.
6 varieties of corn.
deceased.
available before 18th.
Some
Exceptions to this Estate of: Noble Ray
settlement must be Griffin, 3505 Brooks
$1.75 dozen filed in the Calloway Chapel Road, Dexter,
over 100 dozen $1.25
County District Court KY 42036; #01-P00178; Fiduciary: Joel
on or before 8/6/01.
Let us show you how to
Ann Wilson, Thomas Griffin, 809
freeze 8 doz. in 20 minutes.
Circuit Court Clerk Doran Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
NOTICE TO
18,
2001;
July
CREDITORS
Attorney: Ricky A.
The following estate Lamkin, 304 North
appoint- 4th Street, Murray,
fiduciary
ments have been KY 42071.
made in the Calloway
touch with the
County District Court. Estate of: William (Let us put you in
best services in town.
All claims against Benjamin
Humpthese estates should hreys, 1606 HermYou Can Advertise Here For
be filed with the fidu- itage Place, Murray,
per week - (13 week minimum)
$6.00
six KY 42071; #01-Pwithin
ciary
Fiduciary:
months of date of 00162;
FUNERALS
Humphreys,
qualification.
Patsy
1606 Hermitage Place,
Dallas Willoughby
Estate of: Madison Murray, KY 42071;
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Leland Shaw, 20610 Appointed: June 27,
Avoid inflationary 'cost.
N. Hwy. 121, Lacrosse, 2001; Attorney: Jack
FL; #01-P-00141; Co- M. Telle, 629 US Hwy.
Lock in price: single pay
Ronald 68 E, P.O. Box 910,
Fiduciary:
or payment plan.
William Shaw, 227 Benton, KY 42025.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust 270-753-2-1i1
Drive,
Clarkdell
GA
Stockbridge,
Churchill Funeral Home
30281; Co-Fiduciary: Estate of: Helen Irene
201 S. 3rd • Murray. KY 42071
Charline Star Latimer Clay Shaw, 20610 N.
TerryIsaacs/Karen Isaacs. Owners
McWherter, 465 Ezell Hwy. 121, Lacrosse,
Road, Murray, KY FL;
#01-P-00160;
Appointed: Fiduciary: Charline
42071;
Lou V. McGary
2001; Star
27,
June
Latimer
Attorney: Warren K. McWherter, 465 Ezell
Does Your Policy Pay 100q
Hopkins, 405 Maple Road, Murray, KY
of the Deductibles?
B, 42071;
Suite
Street,
Appointed:
• MEDICARE
Murray, KY 42071.
2001;
27,
June
SUPPLEMENT
Attorney: Warren K.
You are responsible for the deductible that
Estate of: Joe Henry Hopkins, 405 Maple
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Thorn, P.O. Box 98. Street.
B,
Suite
Part B. Call me for more information.
Dexter, KY 42036; Murray, KY 42071
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
Fid#01-P-00157;
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
E. Estate of: Louise
Mary
uciary:
Thorn, P.O. Box 98, Williams Alton, 505
Dexter, KY 42036; South 7th Street,
Appointed: June 27, Murray, KY 42071;
.,7r
2001; Attorney: N/A.
Fid#01-P-00161;
44/
Service
uciary: Eugene L.
All Types of Refuse
•11;*--Alton, Jr., 505 South
,vmmenb !4
1'8005856033
Estate of: Hilda Ethel 7th Street, Murray,
Rhodes, 408 Sycamore KY 42071; Appointed:
Street, Murray, KY June
2001;
27.
iftr.(hit formal Wray labri4),11
42071; #01-P-00169; Attorney: Warren K.
Fiduciary: J. William Hopkins, 405 Maple
For All Special llecosions
Phillips, 104 North Street,
B.
Suite
4iit=M
5th Street, Murray, Murray, KY 42071.
42071
304 Main St., Murra.s.
KY 42071; Appointed
00
4. 1 270) 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-3674757 4
1
/
18,
July
2001;
Attorney: N/A

SWEET CORN

IISINESSES SEMIS

(

INSURANC

Commercial
r Waste
Disposal

DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free
Requirements are easy
lust take $21.99 per month
for lyr. & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
030
Financial
$500 MasterCard.
100% approved No credit
check No deposit
1-800-277-7188
040
Roommate
Wanted
ROOMMATE needed to
share 2br duplex in Murray 759-9636 or 5197888

Help Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO Ca?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area 800-242-7364

PHLEBOTOMIST/PLUS'
Wanted for busy POL
M-F/FT Experience preferred Send resume plus
3 references to
Kate Bloodworth, BS
Suite C.
501 George McClain Or.,
Benton, KY 42025
Hiring immediately
PLUMING contractor looking for experienced plumber (270)527-5075
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SEEKING Clerical, or Data
Entry. Call (270)759-0650
or (731)644-2373.
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
NEED More Home Time?
Locally owned company
who knows its drivers by
name. Has conventional.
trucks & will get you home
on weekends.
270-382-3940 or
270-382-2715 .
DRIVERS
NEED A BIGGER
PAYCHECK?
'Earn $700p/week
1st year!
'2 week CDL Training
'NO Money Down!
'Housing & Lifetime Job
Placement
'NO Experience
Necessary'
Call MINDY
1-800-995-5832
Exp'd Drivers
Call 1-800-958-2353

FACTORY work in the Fulton area. Staring at $6p/hr.
Must have dependable
transportation and be willing to work over time
Women encouraged to apply. Integrity Employment
Solutions, 888-547-6218.
FREIGHT Route Driver
needed full time salaried
52 weeks Send resume to
PO Box 528 Murray, Ky
42071.

benefits. No experience
needed, we train.
CALL 759-5910
10:041 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Mon.& Tues. Only
Ask For Mr. Johnson
E0E/IS1F

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Help Wanted

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Propane Gas
in Murray has an opening for a local propane
delivery truck driver
and tank set-installer
Excellent pay and ben,.
fits. Please call (27n.
753-8011 or (8(X)) 874
4427. ext. 44 for more

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY
42071

NURSES AIDE
FULL OR PART TIME
Prefer experience, but will train if you
would enjoy working with the elderly.
Responsible, dependable, and a kind
heart are required. Apply in person.
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
S600-S800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket. if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings
Want Big Bucks 555
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

THE Bt ill. PEN

050
Lost and Found
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the rrame of Henry Call 759-9215
060
Help Wanted
ATTENTION.
WORK FROM HOME
up to
$25 00-$75.00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now.com
IMMEDIATE openings for
dependable P/1. Resort
housekeeping aide at Resort located 14 miles east
of Murray. Saturday hours
mandatory with additional
hours available during the
week. Call Susan @ 270436-2345.

Steaks aniSpirits
F,t

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Managers, Assistant Managers,
Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
Dishwashers & Bus Boys
Apply In Person
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
at
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

DEVELOPMENT OFFICER - 2 positions: Department of
Development and Alumni Affairs, Murray State University.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required: one or more years
experience as a development officer or direct sales representative
with a proven track record of success preferred.
Responsibilities: include, but are not limited to assignments to
specific academic units to build upon the results of a successful
capital campaign with special emphasis on the enhancement and
creation of endowments: the identification, cultivation and solicitation of major gift prospects: and serving as an integral team
member in the overall development operation. Each position will
also be responsible for working with the associate director for
annual giving to provide leadership for the particular academic
units assigned. Salary: 535.000 - 545.000. Application
Deadline: July 27. 2001.
To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and names.
addresses and phone numbers of three references to:
Development Officer Search Committee, Murray State
University, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center.
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Equal education and employment opportunity M/F/D, AA
employer.

Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
150
Article%
Foe fulte
200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
Murray 12.5 riding mower
Both in excellent condition.
436-2867

SAWDUST
Dump & Walking
Floor
Load Available

Call (270)667-7694
After 6 p.m.
35 Cedar logs
435-4110

GOLDBLATT concrete finishing machine Looks and
runs good $70000 0130
Call after 5pm 753-5787
JERRY'S SPORTING
GOODS
Mayfield Ky.
Motorcycle helmets and
shields saddlebags. work
boots, and camouflage
clothing
MURRAY riding mower.
12.5 HP. 38" cut. Excellent
condition. $375_00 4365610.
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
*Boats, motors, & trailers
accessories 40% off
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray, KY
ORLANDO Beach area 7
WANTED
days, six night stay Paid
Babysitter in my home.
S600, sell for $199 Call
2 to 3 days a week.
502-329-0386
8am to 5pm.
SINGER 237 sewing ma753-6605 after 5pm.
chine in nice maple 3WILL clean
drawer cabinet.
house or office's
Mahogany drop-leaf table,
Evening or weekends
4 chairs, and china cabiReasonable rates
net Call 753-0621 after
References
1 pm if no answer. leave
437-4064 388-4430
message
WILL DO GENERAL
STORAGE Buildings built
HOUSE CLEANING
on site Lowest price in
Call Linda 759-9553
area.. Call 437-487/
STRAW for sale $2 bale .
WILL do house cleaning
Commercial or Residential Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message_
492-617WOOD lathe $150. Roll100
way bed $75 Jointer $40
Business
Call 759-9580 leave mesOpportunity
sage
AAA Greeting
160
Card Route
Home Furnishings
Hi Quality Loc's available
(All local) 800-277-9424 2 blue Lazy-Boy recliners
24hrs
Excellent condition 7536119
Fast Eddie's - Willy
•DINING table with 6
Jacks Bar & Grill
chairs Ethan Allen table
Looking to expand into the
$300 *Sofa loveseat $500
to
Looking
Murray area
recliner, 2 years old Exset up owner/ operator
cellent condition floral
partner or investment
print •9 drawer dresser
group
w/mirror $100 753-2283
For more information
FULL size bed- head618-524-5007
boards, mattress dresser
HOMEWORKERS
with mirror $125 Large
Needed.
canvas picture $50 Call
5635 weekly processing
753-4445
mail Easy! No experience
QUEEN size bedroom
needed
suite. Excellent condition.
Call 1-888-517-2362
$980 Call 759-0432 or
Ext 4605 24hrs
753-8402.
QUEEN size Select ComYesterday Frozen
fort bed with foundation,
Custard and old fashion
foot-board.
headboard,
burgers.
and frame $400. was
A unique up and coming
$1100 759-0897
concept Located in Paducah, KY Looking to ex
180
pand in the Murray area
Lawn & Garden
Owner/
Looking to setup
Operate, or investment
LAWN Mowing Repair
Group
Tiller, Go-carts. 4-wheets.
For more information
ect Free pickup and deliv618-524-5007
ery 436-2867

Computers

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

270

Homes For Sate
48R, 2 bath. 16x80 Fleetwood '99 super clean.
moved
needs to be
$21.900 Call for appointment 489-2050
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Apartments For Rent

nooses For Rent
2BR $285/mo 753-6012
NICE 14x70 3br . 2 ba appliances furnished including microwave washer &
dryer $400/rent $400/deposit 753-7930
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
ome Lots For Rent
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
&Mille:SS

Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
7300 sqft insulated building Woffice space on 3.76
acres. 14x14 doors, truck
parking, gas heat, 400
amp 3 phase electric, 3
miles from Murray on
121 N. 270-354-2269_
HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square, heavy
traffic, ample parking, up
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
30 days
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta
Wept To Rent
OLDER man prefers a
small house out side o
town any direction, bu
prefer North of town
House should be in fai
shape but old is OK Also
prefer C,1-1/A plus washer
& dryer Call 767-9927.
320
Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1 or 2br, apt at 1610
Farmer No pets All utilities paid 759-4826
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty_ 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt stove, refrigerator, D/VV. WO, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR, brick, storage, new
carpet, carport No pets
$325/mo
753-6931
559-3070
1BR, like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. duplex in Northwood
$425/mo. 759-4406
28R near MSU $350/mo,
with stove. refrig , w&d,
ceiltng fans. Lease/deposit, references, no pets
753-1059

1213 N. 16th St.• Murray .KY

Accepting applications.
I & 2 bedroom townhouses.
central heat & air.
Office Hours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Call (270) 753-1970
TTID I-800-545-1811 Flo 281
,cr
bath Duplex with
carport appliances furnished, WiD hookup central
gas heat. air. 1yr. lease 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
2BR , townhouse. Brick,
C/H,A, all appliances.
Clean. nice_ Northwood
Dr 1yr lease No pets
753-3153
7537900.
2BR., very nice furnished
apt C/H,A available now.
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR duplex All appliances, furnished wid hookup
759-8200
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br. Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118

NICE 2br duplex wicarport 1821 Ridgewood Dr
753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL efficiency apt No
pets 1 person Available
August 1st 753-5980
753-1203 after 5pm
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br ants
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
Houses For Rent
2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109
2-3BR house Appliances
furnished, washer, dryer,
and dishwasher. 1 year
lease, references required.
deposit.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
2BR., + S350/mo + deposit
+ 1yr. lease. References
required 489-2534
3BR • 2 bath Doublewide
in the country, close to
town 352-291-1932.
NICELY kept 2ta-, brick
house. 1,000 sq. ft. Hardwood & tile floors, gas
heat, W/D, $450 + deposit_
No pets. Available immediately. 416 N. 8th St 4892741.

Has
Apts.
BRADLEY
openings: 3br, 1 bath. Ap,
prox. 1,000sq. ft Located
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company. New carpet, C/H/A. $400/ month
Also available, 1br with
new carpet. $250/ month
759-4696 or 435-4632

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS

GREAT 20, 1 bath duin
plexes/townhouses
Northwood or Cambridge
Lawncare & appliances
furnished. No pets
753-2062 Days
437-4833 Nights &
Weekends

Public Sale

Apartments For Rent

360
Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced $45,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

2 400 square foot building, 100)(200 lot paved lot
Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660
440

r

grall
commericat prop. for rent

Lots For Sala

COMMERCIAL Building
SOON 4th St
Call 877-726-4077 for
more information

LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.

8 Shih-Tzu puppies ready
to go. S&W, very loving
731-352-0037
731-642-5151
AKC registered Pug, 5
months old, Brown $300
OBO 492-8611
BABY bunnies, various
colors and Baby Lops.
489.-6286
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
390
Livestock & Supplies

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now acceptingapplications
for 2br townhouses. basic
rent S315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

1 building 2700sqft
1 building 1200sqft
Overhead doors, C/N/A.
2 restrooms Good for
most any business
Located 1 8 miles N on
Hwy 121
753-8087 between
8am-3pm

10 Survey acres, 10 miles
Murray,
southeast
of
woods, creek, pasture
$14,750 terms 753-9302

2112 Villa Square Drive
By owner_
Wonderful location. 6 yrs.
old. 3br., 2 bath. 9' ceilings, deck. Good price.
759-1692.
400
Yard Sake

Yard Sales

THIS IS THE BIG ONE

GARAGE SALE - MOVING SALE YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
603 Maple (Behind Boone Laundry)

storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
. *Safe- & clean, „
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

753-3853

Acreage

Homes For Sale

SIX hogs, six babies. asking $1,000 00 Call 7530441

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom
Central air/heat
1.2,3,
Apartments furnished near
MSU
753-1252 753-06nE

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

460

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales.
753-5719 559-1761

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

All Size Units
Available

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-84011
Free Estimates
www.mrpostman-plus.com
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
460
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Homes For Sale
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. QualiMortgage Link
ty Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
YOU SHOW US:
753-7860. 753-9308.
•Average credit (not perfect)
AFFORDABLE Painting
•Steady income history
Interior or Exterior,
WE SHOW YOU
and wallpapering.
•100% loan, no money
Free Estimates
436-5587
down
AHART & Culver
•Flexible, forgiving program
Septic Installation.
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Also top soil and gravel.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
1505 Doran Road Ext. 4br,
Finish.
Used Cars
2 bath, large den 24x24,
18Yrs experience.
large master bedroom
New Construction.
18x20, French doors to
Remodeling' Repairs.
large deck. C/H/A gas.
Concrete Work.
Must sell. Reduced to
AGC Certified.
$103,000.
435-4272.
753-5736 436-2320
ALL Carpentry,
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
Electrical.
bath, red brick, double lot,
Courtesy Auto
Home building, additions.
town edge Call 753-4109
Plex has auto
remodeling. Rotten floors.
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
loans available for
sagging roofs. Home &
Priced like a fixer upper,
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
but everything new and
slow pay, medical
References. Call Larry
ready to move into. 2br, 1
bills, divorce,
Nimmo.
bath, carport. utility room.
753-9372, 753-0353.
repossessions and
$39,900.
Including
ANTENNAS
435-4632 or 559-8510
bankruptcy call
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
MUST See!
Kenny B at
amplifiers, and accessoDoll house in town. 3br. 1
800-505-5091
or
ries.
bath, large lot $69,900.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Call Campbell Realty
our credit hot line
Satellite Systems, Sales,
759-8780
24 hours
Service and Installation.
PARTIALLY
remodeled,
Beasley's Antenna
877-937-2886
well maintained, 2br/1 bath
.
& Satellite,
on 1+ acre shaded, landscaped lot North of Mur- 1991 Ford Escort GT 1.9-L 500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ray. stvidw/w&d $49,000. engine, 5-speed, 4-cyl.
270-759-9473.
154,000 miles, still gets
ASPHALT contractor
UNIQUELY
remodeled 2mpg city, 31mpg highMitchell Brother Paving
older brick home with 3br, way: 4 new tires, new rear
Specializing in:
2 bath, basement. Family struts: good shape, taken
'Driveways, *Parking lots,
room addition with vaulted care of. $1500. 270-377- 'Subdivision paving, •Seal
ceiling and skylights, wrap- 2807 or 759-4841.
coating, *Stripping
aroundr deck.- 216 Vitodd1998 Ford Taurus SE,
;Nip & seal.
lawn Ave. Call 753-5091
loaded. Must See! $9750
Fully insured,
or 753-9912.
OBO. 759-0890, leave
Locally owned & operated.
VERY neat, 3br, 2 bath;
message.
Over 30yrs experience
brick ranch lust north of
759-0501
'90 Cadillac Seville 4 door.
town in quiet subdivision.
753-1537.
white, w/red leather power
Sits on beautiful 1 acre
recliner lumbar seats.
Asphalt Seal Coating
corner lot. $79,000 Call
74,xxx miles_ 753-0114
Travis Asphalt Sealing
753-3372
'Driveways
470
Used Trucks
'Parking lots
Motorcycles & ATVs

Ladies and men's clothing, shoes, boots,
hats, sporting goods, furniture, kitchen
and household items, books (new and
old). Christmas decorations. Everything
shown inside.
Sale by A.B. and Sally Crass'
460
Homes For Sate

Real Estate

Global

3BR., 2 1/2 bath brick
home on one acre lot.
Concrete driveway with
bridge . 972 Walston Rd.
Almo. Call 753-0895.
440
3BR.. 2 bath, brick ranch
Lots For Sale
in
Sherwood
Forrest.
C/H/A, gas & electric, '98 Yamaha Warrior 753
(2) 14 acre lots. 7 miles wood floors. deck. Approx. 5859
North. Murray 753-1967.
1 acre landscaped yard w/
1/2 care lot in Lynnwood shed & garden. Owner fiUsed Cars
Estates. 759-8079.
nancing. 753-3076
3 acres in Almo. Garage
514 Whitnell
30x30, well, & septic.
3br Over 1600sqft 70's
'90 Grand AM LE Quad -4
$27,500. Call 759-4189.
759-8918
89.xxx miles, cold air. Pio3 lots
CHARMING 2 bedroom, 1
neer CD player, $1850.
12x50 bld water, septic 1 bath. Hardwood floors, Can be seen 94E at the 20
block from boat ramp new central heat/air, fence mile marker. Call
753$13,000 OBO 759-5945 yard, garage. $51,950. By 2079
436-6320
owner. 759-0492.
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What ft's Worth"

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

a Latrz

13mtlzer's

=Moving=
Cross Counuy Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Metal Roofing
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivev,ays
David Borders

Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy(

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery- 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Phone (270) 759-4734

Lamb Brothers
0)1 Tree Service
cTAT111

*Install moisture barriers.

LICENSED& INSURED Free Estimates

PluS...all other home improvements

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree it Stump
Pa u 1 Lamb
Re ni

rtHRIS KROUP'S
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Residential/Commercial

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.
VW*

Campers
1996 Prowler 5th whee
camper. Ready to move
into at Lakeview RV Resort. Best offer over
$12,900 Phone 270-7538288.

17 1/2ft. Bass Boat, Totaled hull, Hydra Sport,
drive on trailer. trolling motor. Hot foot. Jack plate,
delux boat cover $500
759-5848 leave message.

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley.'759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
HOFFMAN'S
Irrigation & Lawn
Sprinklers
'Professional Systems
*Residential
*Commercial
'Free Estimates
Phone 759-4512
Fax 759-9425
Contact Tom or Steve
BRYON'S Lawn Service.
Free estimates. 753-0600.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
We offer a complete line
of service including:
*Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
*Bed mulching.
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured.
270-753-6772
270-759-4762.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916
;edger & Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

1988 V.I.P. 19ft. open
bow. Inboard, outboard, V6 with trailer. $3,000 OBO
753-4690, leave message
if no answer.
'96 Lowe pontoon boat.
24ft. with 70hp Johnson
motor with trailer. Excellent condition. Call 7530727 after 4:00 or 7539401.
'96 Tigershark Daytona
770 with trailer and life
iackets excellent condition. Call 753-0727 after
4:00.

270-436-2269

I 1-800-821-6907
.1r1;

Owner & Operator

1994 Pathfinder $8600
4wd, VGC, 109K
1987 F-150 $4450 79K,
2wd, VGC auto 351
435-4156

Boats & Motors

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get your home into great shape with the help of these local professionals.

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

SERVICE DIRECTORY
Your Ad Could Be I
Here For Only
$250.00 Per Month!

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
'Interior & Extenor
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No lob too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
MATTS MOWING
759-2514
*Mowing 'Landscaping
•G utter-Cleaning
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MR.POSTMAN

400

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

We cater to
E-bay shippers
E-bay Elite Program.

J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING
-Shrub Trimming
•Muclhing
'Power seeding
'Wholesale plants
(270)759-3840

A time to take care of you
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates.
753-4380.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
0

VISA

es Offered
A affordable hauling, iunk
clean up tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-2867
ASPHALT SEAL
COATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
'Compare our work
'Compare our prices
*References furnished
'Fully Insured
'Free Estimates
270-759-1953.
WEATHER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY
Exterior
Home Improvement,
*Replacement windows.
*Vinyl siding,
'Metal roofing.
*Financing available
Call for appointment
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscapc
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

EVERYBODY'S TALKING
ABOUT THE CLASSIFIEDS
"I found souvenirs to take
home. The classifieds are a
highly-intelligent way
to shop."

OUT-OF-THISWORLD FINDS
ARE IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS.
WHAT'S IN IT
FOR YOU?
FIND OUT IN
TODAY'S
MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
CLASSIFIEDS

753-1916

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife and I
have been married for 32 years and
have four grown children. Now she
says she doesn't like my smoking and
avoids me - although she adds that
she loves me. She claims I snore and
snort at night, so has taken to sleeping in the guest bedroom. She often
gets angry with me, looking like she
wants to kill me. Does she need help
or should I get the help? I'm sure
other couples have this problem.
DEAR READER: I'm not so sure
they do.
The answer to your difficulty seems
deceptively simple. Stop smoking. On
the other hand, the cigarette issue
may just be a smokescreen (sorry, I
couldn't resist), an excuse for not
addressing the real antagonism in
your marriage. Thus, I would urge you
and your wife to seek counseling.
While awaiting your appointment, I
suggest the following experiment. Buy
some non-prescription nicotine patches and stop smoking. Tell your wife
that you are taking serious steps to
overcome your cigarette addiction.
After a week, make plans to take a
short holiday together to see if you
both can re-kindle some intimacy and
warmth.
If your smoking is, indeed, the
major concern, I predict that your
wife will respond to your very positive
attitude, and you will enter a .new
phase in your relationship. The problem may be solved and you will enjoy
better health.
You'll snore less, too.
If, however, cigarettes are not the
central issue, you both will be in a
position to obtain professional help. In

CALL

CRIME Ufik4
SMPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

(270)753-9500

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

my opinion, this is a win-win situation.
Let me know what happens.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 55-year-old
man who has retired from the
Canadian Forces. On my doctor's recommendation, I stopped smoking, lost
30 pounds, follow a low-fat diet and
take medicine for my hypertension. I
also exercise regularly. But here's the
problem. After I've walked a block or
more, my calves feel as though they
are caught in a vise. I have to stop and
rest for five minutes before I can continue. This really limits my activity.
What can I do to get rid of this pain?
DEAR READER: Based on your
description, I am reasonably certain
that you have developed the medical
condition called intermittent claudication, leg cramps due to arterial blockage. When you are at rest, the muscles receive enough oxygen and nutrition. However, exercise raises the
muscles' metabolic demands. In the
presence of arterial plaque, not
enough blood reaches the active muscles and they cramp.
In my view, you need an arterial
study of your legs. This can easily be
performed in a variety of ways, including Doppler ultrasound or - better yet
- an arteriogram or MBA. The testing
should show the precise location of
the blockage, its severity and its
extent. Then, armed with this information, your doctor can suggest
appropriate therapy, which will probably consist of angioplasty (breaking up
the blockage with a balloon) or bypass
surgery (to re-route blood around the
diseased portion of the artery). In my
experience, intermittent claudication
is usually amenable to these treatments.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: I hope you'll print
this and stop an urban legend in its
tracks.
A year ago, my husband was
handed a copy of a petition at work
to sign and pass along. This petition
was to stop Madalyn Murray
O'Hair. She, as head of an atheist
group, was filing a petition to the
FCC to stop all religious programming from being aired on television
and radio.
Needless to say, I was outraged!
And why not? I am a mother and a
loyal American who believes wholeheartedly in religious freedom and
freedom of the press. I immediately
logged on to the Internet and emailed this petition to everyone in
my address book. Then I made photocopies and mailed them to friends
and family who weren't online. I
jumped in with both feet to stop
Madalyn Murray O'Hair and her
group from destroying all that
Christians and Americans hold
dear.
The only thing I didn't do (at
least at first) was check the facts.
Had I done so, I would have saved
myself a lot of money and time.
The reality is that this petition is
just one in a number of urban legends being spread today. Until I
typed the name "Madalyn Murray
O'Hair" into my search engine, I
had no idea that I was not working
to stop an atheist from taking away
our freedoms, but was instead perpetuating a myth.
Spreading rumors may seem
harmless, but it's not. It can cost
everyone involved a good chunk of
change when you add up the cost of
postage, photocopying, stationery
and envelopes. It also fuels ignorance and wastes time. The FCC
actually had to hire people to handle
the flood of mail on this subject.
Abby, I have been sent this petition five times in one year. Can you
believe that? Please inform your
readers that forwarding e-mail or
"snail mail" - or signing petitions
without checking the facts - is
senseless and irresponsible. These
"legends" feed on the blind faith of
the readers. They rely on the tendency we have to follow our
impulses. We should always do our
homework before passing anything
on, and especially before signing
anything. It could save a load of
trouble down the line.
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES,
JOHNSON CITY,TENN.

IAU
I_CONCIIE
MR. ES., ARE YOU A
PROPESSIONAL.
OFGICE MANAGER?

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

YOU KNOW, 2
DO YOU
GET PAII7L2
AmAT DO
YOU MEAN,
ELMO?

'

DEAR T OR C: Amen! I'm
praying others will heed your
message, because urban legends take on a life of their own
if they go unchecked.(The one
you mentioned has been around
since 1974.)
P.S. Madalyn Murray O'Hair
has been dead for over half a
decade now. It's time we let her
rest in peace.

Ten years ago
The first of 45 volunteer members of Murray's Kentucky National
Guard 614th Military Police Company left July 21 for Fort Dix, N.J.,
on their way to Saudi Arabia.
Tabetha Joy Shelton, 15, died
July 21 from injuries sustained in a
moped accident near Kirksey.
Births reported include a girl to
***
John and Dena Farris, July 4-, a boy
DEAR ABBY: Here's another to Michele and Randy Roach and a
boy to Amanda and W.H. Shunervy "Can you top this?" letter: A
well-to-do friend of mine insisted on
maker, July 17.
giving me a retirement party, even
Twenty years ago
though I protested.
Jeff Carruthers, Chris Drew,
The gathering was held at a
Brent Clark, Don Alan Moseley and
small local yacht club. When my
Scoutmaster Joey Lovell
husband arrived with his camera, Assistant
of
Murray
Boy Scout Troop 77 rethe hostess told him to be sure to
cently completed the 60-mile
snap a picture when she presented
North-South Trail in Land Between
me with the money tree. Champagne was served. Everyone had a the Lakes July 6 to 10. O.B. Boone,
lovely time.
scoutmaster, checked on them daily
On the way home, I remembered
and helped secure needed supplies
that my friend had not presented
for the troop.
me with the money tree. When I
Krista Maupin and Gary Crass
ended
wrote her a nice thank-you, I
were
married June 6 at Eastwood
by asking what happened to it.
Three weeks later on a piece of Baptist Church, Murray.
business correspondence, she added
Births reported include a boy to
a line on the bottom that said,"The
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Shupe, July 3; a
party cost more than anticipated, so girl to Mr. and Mrs. David Evans,
the money tree was used to cover
July 14.
expenses." Needless to say, I am no
Thirty years ago
longer in contact with my "tacky"
Mike Alexander, Mark Kennedy,
friend.
Steve Porter and Larry Robinson,
CARLSBAD,CALIF., RETIREE
Murray Boy Scouts, along with Don
DEAR CARLSBAD: Your
Burchfield, scoutmaster, will attend
letter is a first. Congratulations! the World Scout Jamboree in ToI'm speechless.
kyo. Japan, leaving July 27 for 21
***
days.
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Births reported include a girl to
Phillipe and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Brady., July 16;
***
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Horn,
July 17; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike

r

I WILL NOT BE ONE OF -r
)
THOSe AGING 8A84 800ME.RS
WHO BUYS A CUSHY SEDAN
AND TRIES 70 PRETEND
IT'S A SPORTS CAR
Of COURSE YOU WO4THI

REFUSE TO EMBRACE PUSH
131,1TIONS AND GIANT DIGITAL
DISPLAYS AS "HIGH TECH:'
I AsTEAD Of THE BLATANT
ADMISSION OF LAZINESS AND
BLINDNESS THAT THEY ARE!

LET IV GENERATION CRUISECONTROL INTO OLD AGE I. I
REFUSE TO &WE IN TO

TO REAWAKEN THE
REBEL . THERE'S
ROOM FOR A TRIPLE ESPRESSO Il
THE CUP HOLDER.

SPO
SEDA

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July:
24, 2001:
Use your natural abilities to enhance
your professional standing and your personal status. You might overspend in this
effort, so keep to a budget. Others help
pave the way to success. Networking
remains critical. Develop an even
stronger circle of fnends. You will enjoy
the communication_ and the mutual caring. You also might feel as if you can
reveal more of yourself. If you are single.
you could meet someone who is already
attached or simply not available Be
smart. Walk away. Within your circle of
fnends, someone could develop into a lot
more. If you are attached, share more of
your vulnerability, and your mate will
become much closer and more caring.
LIBRA likes to party with you

ARIES (March 2I-April 19)
**** What ailed you yesterday can
be resolved today. Feel good about your
potential and about solutions that come
forward. Dig into your well of creativity
when dealing with a co-worker or associate. Let good feelings infiltrate work.
Tonight: Accept an invitation.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Let your imagination speak
right now. You will add extra zest to your
life and relationship. Take your time and
enjoy a leisurely visit with a pal at lunch.

You might not want to mix pla and business. Keep discussions separate Tonight
Work a little late
GEMINI(May 2 1 -June 20)
*** Deal with basics, whether working with an investment or a family.
Knowing what it is that you want allows
you to make good choices for yourself as
well as others What makes one person
feel secure might make someone else
feel quite different. Keep this in mind.
Tonight: Find fun.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
****. The more pleasantly you
express your concerns, the more positive
another's response will be. Finances will
end up in the mix. You have many more
opportunities than those of which you are
aware. Think about increasing your security. Tonight: Be a couch potato.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Financial concerns become a
lot easier. You might opt to do your thing
and not worry about funds. A friend has
a way of lightening you up. Your
instincts help you understand what you
need to say to help someone.
Communication flourishes in the late
afternoon. Tonight: Visit with a pal.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You help those around you to
lighten up. A boss might become so
jovial that you cannot get your job done.
You might not care, either. An opportunity could cost you a lot more than you
anticipate. Follow your insuscts about a
money matter. Tonight: Your treat
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You don't need to say much. as
your jovial manner says it all. News from
others could keep you skipping along.
Keep everything hush-hush until later. A

CROSSWORDS
43 Edible
rootstock
44 Alcholic
beverage
46 Is in debt
48 Compass pt.
50 Woman's
name
53 Roman 149
55 African
antelope
57 100 yrs
58 Kind of cloth
61 Boxingvictory abbr
63 Ocean St
64 Edible seed
65 Take down in
advance
68 Timetable
abbr
69 Freedom
from stiffness
70 Attempt
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relationship becomes even more important than it previously was. Tonight.
Whatever puts a skip in your step_
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Make a scheduled meeting. network and examine what is going on
Reach out for a higher-up, parent or boss.
You know that this person will be on
your side. Examine possibilities with an
eye to more business opportunities.
Seriously consider a course of action
Tonight: Take a personal night.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Spring into action at work
You're finally at a point where you and a
boss can work together easily. Focus on
one task at a time. *ith an eye to the
future. Make calls, and let others know
more of where you are coming from
Tonight: Where your friends are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Think in terms of success and
incorporating new ideas. Make calls to
friends and associates. letting them know
of your news. If you do the prep work.
you'll find that everything falls into
place later Schedule a meeting over dinner. Tonight: Have that hot talk.
AQUARIUS (Jah. 20-Feb. 18) .
***** Deal witg others on a one-onone level. Others admire your light and
easy style. Swap ideas. and see what is
possible here. Your sense of humor and
your creativity bnng new possibilities.
Break past a rigid thought pattern. Get
information about a class or workshop
Tonight: Go to the movies
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Others come to you. Listen to
feedback from them. You are personality'
plus. Share more of your feelings with a
child or loved one. Establish a new
beginning, be it at work or in your health
and diet patterns. Tonight: Follow another's lead.

• Subscribe to the
Low.

so

Home Delivery

•

11 Angers
12 Hair
preparation
17 VI x II
19 Small bird
21 "Dirty-"
24 Moccasin
26 Greek letter
28 Cleo's
nemesis
29 Restricted, for
short
31 Opening
33 Haul with
effort
35 Author
Umberto 36 At this time
38 - Chaney
39 Ms Farrow
42 Fruit drink
45 TV network
47 Come to rest
49 - nous
51 Halle of
"Swordfish"
52 Geraint's wife
54 Swinging
stnde
56 Hawaiian
instrument
58 Acct
59 Above (poet 1
60 Firearms grp
62 Fall mo
66 Plural ending
67 Alternative
word

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Local Mail

(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
$25.00
3 mo.
$50.00
6 mo.
$85.00
1 yr.
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I ALSO REMEMBEC THE
STROLLER THAT MOM d5E9 TO
PUSH ME IN,AND I REMEMBER
THE PARK WED ALIA4'5 6010

ive.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles E. Beach are
observing their 60th wedding anniversary today, July 23.
Fifty years ago
Murray Training School will
open Sept. 10, according to John
Robinson, director.
Ruth Cole. college nurse and director of nursing education since
January 1949 at Murray State College, has been called to duty in the
United States Navy Nurse Corps.
.She is now at the Naval Training
Base at Millington, Tenn.
Mao Opdyke Garrett has been
named as band director at Murray
High School, according to W.Z.
Carter, superintendent of Murray
City Schools.
Clara Jane Miller and Russell
Phelps were married July 19 at First
Methodist Church. Murray.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

35 Half an em
37 Milk
ingredient
40 Law
enforcement
org.
41 "-Air"

I CAN &RANT
YOU ANY WISH!

I CZEMEMBER
THE CEREAL ERN&
I HAP WHEN I
LIJAS UTILE ,

Rose and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pridemore, July 19.
Murray Little League All Stars
won over Marshall County 11 to 1
in the district baseball tournament at
Fort Campbell.
Forty years ago
Toni Burchett, 1960 Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen will
crown the 1960 queen in the pageant on July 26 at the pageant at the
fair which will open July 24 on the
Ryan property on Chestnut Street.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Gore, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Curtis Crim, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Teddy Beane, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rushing and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard V. Ol-
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Statue will honor slave who helped Lewis, Clark
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — An
eight-foot-tall bronze statue will
honor the slave who helped
Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark on their famous trek to the
West nearly two centuries ago.
The slave, known as York, lived
in Louisville. There are no pictures
or drawings of him, but brief
descriptions of itim and his actions
appear in the journals of Lewis and
Clark.
That's all the sculptor, Ed
Hamilton. has to go on as he tries to
decide how to depict York's identity, expression and posture.
"How do I portray him as a
human being who, although put

under the shackles of slavery, had
"How do I portray him
to have a feeling of triumphantness
of being part of that expedition?"
as a human being who,
Hamilton said. "I'm letting my
although put under the
mind deal with him in terms of
shackles
of slavery, had
freedom vs. slavery. I've got a face
to have a feeling of trion him — it's a face of strength
umphantness of being
with pain."
The finished product will be
part of that expedition?"
erected in Louisville in 2003 before
— Ed Hamilton,
the nationwide bicentennial celesculptor
brations of the Lewis and Clark
expedition.
The city has agreed to spend York's history.
The story begins some time in the
$150,000 on the statue. Hamilton,
1770s,
when York was born into
who created the Spirit of Freedom
slavery
to
Clark's family.
Civil
War
monument
in
In
Thomas Jefferson
1803,
Washington, D.C., is studying

ordered Lewis, his personal secre- the White House. All the men were
tary, to conduct the expedition. rewarded — except York, who
Lewis wrote to his friend Clark, remained a slave.
who lived in Louisville.
Relations between York and
Clark recruited nine Kentuckians Clark soured a short time later,
and began training in October when Clark moved permanently to
1803. The group, called the Corps Saint Louis and then denied York's
of Discovery, included York. It left request to be allowed to return to
a few weeks later from what is now Louisville to live with his wife.
Clarksville, Ind., on the northern
York hadn't asked for freedom —
shore of the Falls of the Ohio.
he had only expressed a wish to be
Historians say York soon earned hired out or sold to someone living
Clark's respect as a scout and near his wife, who was owned by a
hunter, even carrying a gun at a different family in Louisville.
time when slaves weren't allowed
"I am determined not to sell him,"
to have weapons.
Clark wrote to his brother Jonathan
The expedition returned in 1806 in a letter. "If any attempt is made
and were treated to a reception at by York to run off, or refuse to per-

Extreme park to finish first phase
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — The
first phase of an "extreme sports
park" near the city's waterfront is
e xpected to. be „corn
- pleted n-exi
spring, according to city officials.
The "X-Treme Sports Game Park"
will be built on two acres along
Interstate 65..
The first phase of the park. for
which the city has budgeted $2.5
million, will include a series of
ramps. rails, chutes and bowls to

challenge sport bikers, rollerbladers
and skateboarders.
These will cover nearly an acre of
space, said Jane Driskell, the city's
chief financial officer.
City officials have nearly doubled
the size of the outdoor park that was
initially planned a year ago. The
original locations of some features
of the new park have also been
moved to accommodate a pillar that
could someday be built on the site to

support a ramp leading to a new
downtown Ohio River bridge.
Ground for the park was broken in
April, when the B-3 Games — a
major event for extreme sports —
was being held in Louisville.
Since then, an erosion-control system and other drainage-related work
has been completed. Driskell said
construction drawings for the outdoor portion are now nearly complete. Earth-moving and serious

construction should, begin around
September, she said.
Plans- for phase two, the indoor
portion of the park, are still largely
the same as those unveiled a year
ago by the park's master planner.
Stanley Saitowitz of San Francisco
They call for about 20,000 squat%
feet of facilities.
The second phase is tentatively
scheduled to be finished by mid2003, Driskell said.

Blue-Blood broodmare found again
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— You've seen those
amazing discoveries on "Antiques Roadshow".
"It Was like finding a picture frame and taking
it apart and there's a copy of the Declaration of
Independence inside." said Tim Jennings, a partner in an auction company.
But this wasn't a picture frame or a lamp or a
vase that an expert could appraise on TV for a
huge chunk of change.
This was a thoroughbred racehorse — a halfsister to a Kentucky Derby winner — whose
owners were oblivious to her real worth.
She still has sufficient- value at age 13,that_her
Kentucky breeder last month donned a "disguise" and flew to Oklahoma. where he tried to
buy her at a paint horse auction. He'd hoped to
acquire her cheaply by blending in with the
locals.
The breeder. Tom Roach of Parrish Hill Farm
in Midway. fooled no one. Neither did others
who'd showed up with their cell phones and
bankrolls. all thinking they were going to buy
Bali Breeze for a song.
A lot of strangers showed up at that sale. A lot
of them "didn't have on the right boots," mused
the mare's consignor. Jim Smith of Lynchburg.
Ohio. But Smith himself had discovered the
mare's true identity only after the sales company alerted him about her pedigree.
It's quite a family tree. Bali Breeze is a half-

Board game
tests state
knowledge
PADUCAH. K. (AP) A
Tennessee gamemaker i gi‘ing
Paducah history buffs- a chance to
w in millions of dollars — in play
money.
Wes Holly, owner of Holly
Concepts of Madison. Tenn..
updating his 1990 board game "The
Game of Paducah." which combines the basic concepts of both
"Monopoly- and "Trivial Pursuit."
The revised game is expected to be
available in September.
Players start with about a million
dollars, acquire property named for
Paducah businesses, make land
improvements, charge rent based
on those upgrades. and try to make
millions while bankrupting their
opponents. And there is a looming
threat of landing in jail.

sister to Derby and Preakness winner Breeze privately before the sale, then the
Charismatic, who just missed winning the Triple Oklahoma City sale when Smith refused.
Crown two years ago. Other half brothers
On both occasions, Bali Breeze looked much
include Tossofthecoin, a multiple stakes-winner. like he'd remembered before selling her 10
and Millennium Wind, winner of this spring's years ago: a pretty bay filly with a lot of white
$750,000 Toyota Blue Grass Stakes.
on her face and legs.
What this prize mare was doing selding among
Not until Smith consigned the mitre to the
paints — horses splashed white and often paint sale this spring did her family connections
resembling Native American mounts — is one come to light.
of the stranger stories Roach, her breeder, has
Smith recalls he was in his truck when he got
come across.
a phone call from Jennings, auctioneer and partHe did not return home from the Oklahoma owner of Professional Auction Services Inc.,
auction with Bali Breeze. Be dropped out--whe-n--which--was-putt-ing-on--the--paint-sale:
the bidding reached his limit, $50,000. He wantHe remembers Jennings saying,"Do you know
ed her back at Parrish Hill Farm as much as any- who this mare is? Do you know who .else. Bali
thing, he said, for emotional reasons. He'd sold Babe (her mother) has produced?"
her years ago at Turfway Park along with anothSmith said he was familiar only with the male
er filly for $25.000 and lost track of her.
parentage of Bali Breeze. He'd looked on her
At the paint horse sale. Bali Breeze went for registration papers he'd received when he
$80,000 to a partnership of Californians and bought her and saw that she was sired by
Oklahomans who had gone to the sale deter- Cormorant. He knew Cormorant was the sire of
mined to buy her. She's now living on a ranch in 1994 Kentucky Derby winner Go for Gin. But
Oklahoma. waiting for a breeding next spring to he didn't research Bali Breeze's female parenta Kentucky stallion like Cryptoclearance or age.
Summer Squall.
Bali Rreeze's bloodlines became known after
"I guess I learned a lot more than I ever need Jennings did a routine pedigree search before
to know about paint horses and quarter horses." the paint sale.
mused Roach.
All that time, Bali Breeze was living north of
First, he'd gone to Smith's show-horse breed- Cincinnati, where she'd had three foals, none of
ing farm in Lynchburg. Ohio. trying to buy Bali them thoroughbreds.
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form his duty as a slave, I wish him
to be sent to New Orleans or sold,
or hired out to some severe master
until he thinks better of such conduct.
"I wish to do well by him," Clark
wrote. "But he has got such a
notion of freedom."
Clark eventually freed York
sometime after 1815 and gave him
a wagon and horses for a freighthauling enterprise. But the business
failed, and York eventually died of
cholera, probably between 1822
and 1832. York was buried somewhere in Tennessee, according to
Clark's letters, and likely in an
unmarked pauper's grave.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Er,
Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds. 160.C.
G. 7 1116- Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0G.
J. 1/2" plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x19 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

illuxe Models

r

1.4 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2% CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2. CAR (2400)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

5/4.225
S5.025
$5,325
S5.525
$6,125
$7,475

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

Vinyl Siding
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2. CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

54.725
$5,425
$5.725
55.875
56.625
S7.875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Home of Gary's Famous Hickory Cooked Bar-B-Que
Restaurant Open 11:00-2:00 Daily
"BAR-B-QUE BY THE POUND OR SANDWICH"
All Day 6:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
6:00-9:00 Fri.
8:00-4:00 Sat.
"Friday Night Dinner" 5:00 - 9:00
BAR-B-QUE PORK
SMOKED HAM

CHOICE OF;
RIBS
FRIED CHICKEN
TENDERLOIN
HAMBURGER STEAK
HOMEMADE DESSERTS

Custom Bar-B-Queing • Desserts For Any Occasion
Catering • Breakfast Biscuits
1170 RADIO RD.
ALMO,KY
753-1934

Dabfbah
Sigth4i4

4,
e;ve

Home Owned by Gary & Brenda Craliford

WEST KENTUCKY TELEPHONE
TO RELEASE
CAPITAL CREDIT CHECKS
The West Kentucky Rural Telephone Board of Directors has voted
to issue capital credit checks totaling $1.7 million to its customers.
The announcement was made during the
cooperative's annual meeting.
Customers may pick up their portion of the
capital credit disbursement at the WKT business office, 237 N. 8th Street, in Mayfield July
23-27. Checks that are not picked up by noon
on Friday, July 27, will be mailed out to those
customers.
In addition, photo identification will be
It=:.!!"?.•required when picking up a check at the
WKT office.
••-••••
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FINAL MARKDOWN
MERCHANDISE BELOW

